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Abstract 

Although it is impossible to know the contents of others’ minds with absolute certainty, we can 

(and do) make probabilistic guesses about what others are thinking or feeling. When these 

judgments are made based on observable information, we refer to this skill as “theory of mind 

decoding.” There are individual differences in how accurately adults make theory of mind 

decoding judgments, and how motivated they are to use this skill in daily life. However, 

surprisingly little is known social correlates of these individual differences. The current 

dissertation examined whether theory-of-mind decoding skill, motivation to use this skill, and 

their interaction predicted three categories of social behaviours: conversational skills, cognitive 

sensitivity, and mental state language. Further, I explored whether these social behaviours 

predicted relational success, strangers’ ratings of participant likeability after an initial encounter. 

Participants were 334 undergraduate students who participated in a cooperative building task 

with a same-gender stranger. Social behaviours were coded based on video recordings of the 

building task. Theory-of-mind skill was assessed using the Reading the Mind in the Eyes task, 

and motivation to use theory of mind was assessed using the self-reported Mind-Reading 

Motivation scale. Results suggested that theory-of-mind skill, motivation to use this skill, and 

their interaction did not directly predict partner ratings of participant likeability. However, 

individual differences in theory of mind did predict partner ratings of participant likeability 

indirectly through cognitive sensitivity. Further, theory-of-mind skill and motivation to use this 

skill manifested in different aspects of conversational skills and mental state language, although 

these behaviours were not significant predictors of partner ratings of participant likeability. 

Taken together, the results of this study support the general assertion that individual differences 
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in theory of mind are important for social interactions, even among healthy adults, and highlights 

the basic social cognitive processes that facilitate successful interpersonal interactions.   
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

  Imagine you are speaking with a stranger for the first time, and they say something that 

you find humorous. Before you respond, you might ask yourself a number of important 

questions. Is the stranger feeling amused or serious? Do they know they said something 

humorous? Did they intend to tell a joke? You cannot directly see the stranger’s feelings, 

knowledge, or intentions, so you must rely on perceptible cues (e.g., the stranger’s facial 

expression), the context of the situation (e.g., is it appropriate to make a joke?), and what you 

might know about the stranger (e.g., have they made any other jokes so far in the conversation?). 

This information will allow you to make inferences about the stranger’s mental states (e.g., 

feelings, knowledge, and intentions), which may help you decide how to respond. Inaccurate 

inferences about the stranger’s mental states, or failure to consider them altogether, may lead to 

socially inappropriate behaviour. For example, if you laugh at the stranger when they were not 

intending to make a joke, you may confuse or offend them, which could negatively influence the 

outcome of your interaction. Although in some cases, these interactions may have few 

implications, other times, they might determine whether a platonic or romantic relationship 

develops after an initial encounter (Denrell, 2005; Shaw & Steers, 1996).  

  Accurately identifying others’ mental states is a skill referred to as “theory of mind” 

(Wellman, 1990). Even though we can never know another’s private mental with absolute 

certainty, we can (and do) make probabilistic guesses about others’ mental states. Accurately 

inferring others’ mental states likely relies on a number of complementary skills, and the factor 

structure of theory of mind is in the early stages of development (Happé, Cook, & Bird, 2017). 

However, most researchers agree that theory of mind can be broken down into at least two 
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components: theory of mind decoding, which involves identifying others’ mental states based on 

available observable information (e.g., seeing someone with a furrowed brow and inferring that 

they are concentrating); and theory-based induction, which involves explaining or predicting 

others’ behaviour by inferring mental states (e.g., inferring that they are concentrating because 

they are writing a test and want to do well; Sabbagh, 2004; Sabbagh & Bowman, 2018). These 

components of theory of mind rely on distinct neural circuitry, but often work together to 

produce reliable judgments about others’ mental states (Sabbagh, 2004). In the current 

dissertation, I focused specifically on the role of theory of decoding during interactions with 

strangers. Theory of mind decoding may be particularly important during these initial 

interactions when there is a shortage of contextual information about the other person on which 

to draw. 

There are well-established individual differences in the accuracy of adults’ theory of 

mind decoding judgments (e.g., Baron-Cohen, Wheelwright, Hill, Raste, & Plumb, 2001; 

Lischke, Lemke, Neubert, Hamm, & Lotze, 2017; Rutherford, Baron-Cohen, & Wheelwright, 

2002; Sabbagh & Flynn, 2006). The most popular measure of individual differences in theory of 

mind decoding is the Reading the Mind in the Eyes task (RMET; Baron-Cohen et al., 2001). In 

this task, participants are presented with an image of the eye region of a face, and they are asked 

to select which of four potential response options best describes the mental state of the individual 

in the photograph. This task has been used in over 5,000 studies. The majority of these studies; 

however, have focused on predictors of RMET performance (e.g., Dodell-Feder & Tamir, 2018; 

Henry, Phillips, Ruffman, & Bailey, 2013; Leppanen, Ng, Tchanturia, & Treasure, 2017; 

Mumper & Gerrig, 2017) or group differences in RMET performance (e.g., Bora & Panntelis, 

2016; Chung, Barch, & Strube, 2014; Kirkland, Peterson, Baker, Miller, & Pulos, 2013). 
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Researchers have theorized that theory-of-mind skills are crucial for navigating our social 

world (e.g., Baron-Cohen, Leslie, Frith, 1985; Cotter, Granger, Backx, Hobbs, Looi, & Barnett, 

2018; Goldstein & Winner, 2012). However, surprisingly few empirical studies have examined 

the association between theory of mind and relational success. Further, there is a large 

explanatory gap in how theory of mind, an abstract social-cognitive process that occurs privately 

in our minds, might predict real-world social outcomes. Therefore, research is needed to examine 

the behavioural processes that may be mediating the association between theory mind and 

relational success.  

To illustrate the potential role of social behaviours in mediating the relation between 

individual differences in theory of mind and relational success, consider the example provided at 

the beginning of this section. It is not accurately identifying the stranger’s mental states that 

causes relational success. Instead, when you accurately identify that the stranger was not 

intending to make a joke, you can respond appropriately (e.g., gently pointing out what may be 

humorous or ignoring the statement that you find humorous altogether). It is this perceptible 

social behaviour that likely causes the interaction to flow smoothly and thus, may positively 

influence the outcome of your interaction (e.g., how much the stranger likes you). In contrast, if 

you do not identify the stranger’s mental states, you may behave inappropriately (e.g., laughing 

uproariously), which may negatively influence the outcome of your interaction. Thus, individual 

differences in theory of mind may lead to perceptible behaviours that occur during an interaction, 

which may in turn influence the outcome of the interaction.   

In this dissertation, I examined whether individual differences in theory of mind decoding 

predicted the manifestation of particular behaviours during a social interaction that then 

predicted the outcome of that interaction. This general model was tested in a sample of 
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undergraduate students who were brought into the lab with a stranger to complete a cooperative 

Lego-building task. The general theoretical model that I am proposing is illustrated in Figure 1. 

This model is a moderated mediation in which greater accuracy in theory of mind decoding is 

hypothesized to predict the manifestations of observable positive social behaviours, but only in 

the context of sufficient motivation to deploy one’s theory-of-mind skill to understanding others’ 

mental states (path a3). Greater manifestations of these positive social behaviours were then 

hypothesized to predict higher partner ratings of participant likeability after completion of the 

task (path b). Literature supporting each path of this hypothesized model is reviewed below, 

starting with the foundational premise that individual differences in theory of mind are predictive 

of relational success.   

 

 

Figure 1. Hypothesized moderated mediation model. 
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Chapter 2  

Literature Review 

Theory of Mind Decoding and Relational Success 

 In this dissertation, I used the broad term “relational success” to refer to a number of 

constructs, including relationship satisfaction, partner’s impression of a target person, number of 

social contacts, or time spent with social contacts. Relational success can be assessed in long-

term relationships (e.g., marital satisfaction), after an interaction with a stranger (e.g., first 

impressions), or averaged across a number of different relationships (e.g., time spent with social 

contacts, or overall satisfaction with social relationships). The success of initial encounters is 

particularly important because it determines whether future contact will occur and whether 

relationships will develop (Denrell, 2005; Shaw & Steers, 1996). Therefore, identifying the 

predictors of relational success from initial encounters may help to explain why individuals 

succeed or fail to form meaningful interpersonal relationships.  

  Theory-of-mind decoding skill may be a particularly important predictor of relational 

success during these initial interactions. Once relationships are established, individuals tend to 

rely on “mental representations” that they have formed of their relationship partner, rather than 

moment-to-moment inference of their relationship partner’s current mental states (Gesn & Ickes, 

1999; Kilpatrick, Bissonnette, & Rusbult, 2002). For example, if you know Sally tends to be 

happy-go-lucky, you might infer that she is happy at any given moment, not because you 

decoded that from available observable information (e.g. her expressions), but because it is 

consistent with the representation you have formed of her. However, mental representations have 

not been formed during the early stages of relationships, and instead, we must rely on the 

available information to make inferences about others’ mental states. These inferences provide 
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information that may help us to communicate effectively and build connections with others. 

Thus, individual differences in theory of mind decoding may help to explain variability in 

relational success during initial encounters.  

 No research to my knowledge has examined the association between theory of mind 

decoding and relational success after initial interactions. Instead, most research in this area has 

focused on overall quality and quantity of social engagements as a broad outcome, or social 

functioning in existing relationships. These research questions are often examined within clinical 

populations, and they have yielded mixed results. Among individuals with schizophrenia, for 

example, greater accuracy on the RMET has been found to be significantly associated with more 

self-reported engagement in prosocial activities (Bora, Eryavuz, Kayahan, Sungu, & 

Veznedaroglu, 2006; Brown, Tas, Can, Esen-Danaci, & Brüne, 2014) and higher clinician-rated 

measures of the quality of interpersonal relationships (Harvey, Deckler, Jarskog, Penn, & 

Pinkham, 2019). In contrast, other studies in adults with schizophrenia have failed to find a 

significant association between performance on the RMET and self-reported social engagement 

(Bora et al., 2006; Brown et al., 2014) or self-reported quality of interpersonal relationships (Tas, 

Brown, Cubukcuoglu, Aydemir, Danaci, & Brüne, 2013). Further, RMET performance was not 

significantly associated with self-reported quality of interpersonal relationships among 

individuals with autism spectrum disorder (Montgomery, Stoesz, & McCrimmon, 2013) or self-

reported perceived social support among individuals with eating disorders (Adenzato, Todisco, 

& Ardito, 2012). Among individuals with bipolar disorder, RMET performance was not 

significantly associated with self-reported quality of relationships with peers (Schenkel, 

Chamberlain, & Towne, 2014) or self-reported social adjustment (Cusi, MacQueen, & 

McKinnon, 2012).  
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To date, there is a dearth of research linking theory of mind to relational success in 

healthy adults. The largest literature focuses on “empathic accuracy”, a construct in the social 

psychology literature that is closely related to, and perhaps entirely overlapping with, theory of 

mind. Empathic accuracy is defined as the ability to correctly infer the contents of others’ mental 

states as they occur over time (Hodges, Lewis, & Ickes, 2015). This ability likely involves a 

combination of both theory of mind decoding and theory-based induction skills. In studies of 

healthy adults, greater empathic accuracy has been significantly associated with higher levels of 

self-reported well-being among newly-weds (Kilpatrick, Bissonnette, & Rusbult, 2002) and 

higher self-reported relationship satisfaction, but only for long-term dating partners (Thomas & 

Fletcher, 2003). However, other important indicators of relational success have not been 

associated with empathic accuracy, including self-reported long-term marital satisfaction 

(Kilpatrick et al., 2002), self-reported feelings of closeness in married couples (Simpson, Oriña, 

& Ickes, 2003), and self-reported relationship satisfaction at the beginning stages of a romantic 

relationship (Thomas & Fletcher, 2003). Taken together, researchers in this area have concluded 

that empathic accuracy is not a robust predictor of relational success, at least as assessed in terms 

of self-reported relationship satisfaction (Hodges, Lewis, & Ickes, 2015).  

  To my knowledge, there are only six studies in healthy adults that have addressed 

whether relational success was predicted by the specific construct of theory of mind decoding, all 

of which assessed theory of mind decoding with the RMET. Again, these studies have found an 

inconsistent pattern of results. More accurate RMET performance was significantly associated 

with less self-reported disagreement between adolescents and parents (De Los Reyes et al., 2013) 

and more frequent self-reported participation in social activities (Bailey, Henry, & von Hippel, 

2008). In contrast, RMET performance was not significantly associated with group satisfaction 
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(Chikersal, Tomprou, Kim, Woolley, & Dabbish, 2017), self-reported social network size (Rowe, 

2011), self-reported social adjustment (McCleery et al., 2012), or self-reported loneliness 

(Lodder, Scholte, Goossens, Engels, & Verhagen, 2016).  

  In sum, despite the general acceptance among researchers that theory-of-mind skills are 

important for social relationships (Hughes & Leekham, 2004), there is inconsistent empirical 

support for an association between theory of mind and relational success among adults. One 

possible reason for this inconsistency between theory and evidence is that “relational success” is 

a broad term that can encompass a number of different outcomes in a number of different types 

and stages of relationships. The majority of prior studies have focused on self-reported relational 

success, which are particularly problematic when assessed in relation to theory of mind because 

an individual has to reflect on what they think others feel about them. The accuracy of these 

judgments likely relies on one’s theory of mind. As a result, these studies may be conflating the 

independent variable, theory of mind, with the dependent variable, self-reported relational 

success. Further, the majority of studies in clinical populations have focused on overall 

relationship quality, averaging across a number of existing relationships, whereas studies on 

adult without psychopathology have focused predominately on quality of a close interpersonal 

relationships (e.g., martial or dating relationships). As previously mentioned, individuals tend to 

rely on mental representations of their relationship partner after relationships are formed (Gesn 

& Ickes, 1999; Kilpatrick et al., 2002), suggesting that theory-of-mind decoding skills may not 

be particularly relevant for existing relationships. However, during initial interactions, 

individuals cannot rely on mental representations because they have not had the opportunity to 

form. As such, theory-of-mind decoding skills may be an important source of information during 
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initial encounters. To my knowledge, researchers have not examined the association between 

theory of mind decoding and relational success during initial encounters.  

The specific outcome that I assessed in the current study was participant likeability, as 

rated by a stranger after completing a brief cooperative Lego-building task with the participant. 

This outcome advances the previous literature in three important ways. First, likeability was 

assessed by objective, second-party ratings. This methodology is likely to provide a more valid 

assessment of relational success, as it does not rely on the participant’s ability to interpret their 

partner’s mental states. Second, the ratings were made by a stranger after they had interacted 

with the participant for the first time. As previously discussed, theory of mind decoding may be 

particularly relevant during these initial encounters. The current study is the first to examine 

whether individual differences in theory-of-mind decoding skills are associated with relational 

success during initial encounters. Finally, likeability is a core factor that drives social judgment 

(Rosenthal, Hall, DiMatteo, Rogers, & Archer, 1979), and has clear implications for decisions in 

friendships, romantic relationships, and organizational interactions (Fehr, 2008; Meuwese, 

Cillessen, & Güroglu, 2016; Pulles & Hartman, 2017). Thus, although partner-reported 

likeability after an initial interaction is a specific outcome, it has implications for a number of 

different relationships.  

Motivation to Use Theory of Mind 

Another possible explanation for the inconsistency between the theoretical assertion that 

theory of mind is important for relational success, and lack of empirical support for this 

assertion, is failure to consider whether individuals are motivated to use their theory of mind in 

their everyday interactions. In the social psychology literature, there is a longstanding belief that 

performance (i.e., how an individual executes a task in a particular situation), is predicted by an 
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interaction of ability and motivation (French, 1958; Jones, Rock, Shaver, Goethals, & Ward, 

1968; Maier, 1955). “Ability” is defined as an individual’s maximum capacity to execute a 

particular task under ideal conditions (Locke, Mento, & Katcher, 1978), whereas “motivation” is 

defined as the drive to act or exert effort (Ryan & Deci, 2000). Motivation can influence 

performance through the decision to expend effort, the level of effort that is expended, and the 

duration of effort (Campbell, 1990). Theorists suggest that strong abilities will only predict better 

performance when the individual has high motivation. This model has received support in 

several of domains, including academics (Bolkan, Goodboy, & Kelsey, 2016; Logan, Lundberg, 

Roth, & Walsh, 2017), job performance (Kimura, Bande, & Fernández-Ferrín, 2019; Lai, Hsiao, 

& Hsieh, 2018), and performance on cognitive tasks (Hill, Foster, Sofko, Elliott, & Shelton, 

2016 ; Locke, Mento, & Katcher, 1978).  

  Motivation has received little attention in the theory of mind field; however, some 

researchers have highlighted that having strong theory-of-mind skills does not necessarily mean 

that one will use these skills in typical day-to-day interactions (Apperly, 2012; Hodges, Lewis, & 

Ickes, 2015). A number of different factors may motivate someone to use their theory of mind in 

day-to-day interactions, including for personal gain (e.g., manipulating someone to get what you 

want; Repacholi, Slaughter, Pritchard, & Gibbs, 2003) or for resolving relational conflicts (e.g., 

Simpson, Orina, & Ickes, 2003). In addition, individuals may differ at a trait level in how 

motivated they are to decode others’ mental states, in general, across different situations. The 

Mind-Reading Motivation (MRM) scale was developed to assess these individual differences in 

motivation to use theory of mind in day-to-day interactions (Carpenter, Green, & 

Vacharkulksemsuk, 2016). For example, items include “When I am conversing with more than 

one person, I like to think about how one person is interpreting what another person says in the 
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conversation” and “If the way I define something works for me, I don’t need to know what other 

people think about it” (reverse coded). Research using this self-report questionnaire demonstrates 

individual differences in MRM that are relatively stable over time. MRM correlates with the 

RMET at r = .32, which suggests that although these constructs are associated, they are also 

distinct. That is, it is possible for individuals to enjoy trying to take the perspective of others 

without necessarily being good at doing so (Carpenter et al., 2016; Murphy, & Lilienfeld, 2019). 

 Several researchers have theorized that motivation to consider others’ mental states may 

be an important predictor of relational success (e.g., Apperly, 2012; Doenyas, 2017; Happé, 

Cook, & Bird, 2017; Keysers & Gazzola, 2014). Indeed, there is some empirical support for this 

claim. Perspective taking (i.e., the tendency to adopt the psychological viewpoints of others; 

Davis, 1983) is a construct closely related to MRM. Researchers have theorized that self-report 

scales assessing perspective taking are a better indicator of motivation than ability, with a meta-

analysis finding only a very weak association between perspective taking and RMET 

performance (r = .12; Murphy, & Lilienfeld, 2019). Higher self-reported perspective taking is 

significantly associated with a number of social outcomes, including greater self-reported 

feelings of connection (Williams, 2012), higher observer-rated levels of cooperation (Galinsky, 

Maddux, & Gilin, & White, 2008; Gilin, Maddux, Carpenter, & Galinsky, 2013; Trötschel, 

Huffmeier, Loschelder, Schwartz, & Gollwitzer, 2011), and greater observer-rated willingness to 

engage in contact with others (Wang, Kenneth, Ku, & Galinsky, 2014). However, researchers 

have not examined whether motivation to understand others’ mental states, as measured by the 

MRM, is related to relational success.  

In the current study, I propose the novel hypothesis that individuals’ accuracy in 

decoding others’ mental states, as assessed with the RMET, will interact with their self-reported 
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motivation to understand others’ minds, as assessed by the MRM scale, to predict partner ratings 

of the outcome of a social interaction (Figure 1, path a3).  Theoretically, even in the very unlikely 

situation that an individual is always accurate when they attempt to decode others’ mental states, 

this extraordinary ability is not likely to have real-world implications if the individual does not 

use it. That is, just because participants perform well on a laboratory theory of mind task does 

not necessarily mean that they will be motivated to use this skill in the real world. In many 

situations, it may be necessary to have both strong theory-of-mind skill and high motivation to 

use this skill in order to experience relational success. In contrast, individuals with weaker 

theory-of-mind skills and/or lower levels of motivation may experience interpersonal difficulties. 

To illustrate, consider the example from the beginning of this dissertation: a stranger 

makes a statement that you find humorous. If you are generally very accurate at decoding other 

people’s mental states, but you are not particularly motivated to do so in this particular situation, 

then you will not expend the effort necessary to decode the stranger’s feelings, intentions, or 

knowledge. Without this important information about the stranger’s mental states, you may 

engage in socially inappropriate behaviour (e.g., laughing even when the stranger was not 

intending to make a joke), which could lead to a negative outcome in this social situation. The 

reverse may also be true. That is, you may be very highly motivated to understand what this 

stranger is thinking or feeling, but you may lack the ability to do so with accuracy. Armed with 

inaccurate information about the stranger’s mental states, you may also engage in behaviours that 

are inappropriate to the situation, resulting in a negative outcome. These examples illustrate the 

proposed interactive nature of the relation between theory-of-mind decoding skill and motivation 

to use this skill; specifically, both must be present in order to act appropriately in this situation 

and, thus, facilitate relational success.  
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Hypothesis 1 (Figure 1, path c3): I hypothesized that greater accuracy on the RMET 

would be associated with higher partner ratings of participant likeability, but only in the 

context of higher MRM scores.  

 

Theory of Mind Decoding and Social Behaviours 

  When individuals are engaged in an interaction, they display a number of verbal and non-

verbal behaviours that may facilitate or hinder the outcome of that interaction. For example, they 

may choose to engage their partner in conversation, make eye contact with their partner, or help 

their partner when they are confused. I will refer to these behaviours as “social behaviours” 

throughout this dissertation, given that the primary purpose of these behaviours is to facilitate a 

social interaction. Social behaviours may help to explain the association between theory of mind 

and relational success. Social cognitive processes, such as the decoding of others’ mental states, 

occur privately in our minds and are inaccessible to others. As such, individual differences in 

theory of mind cannot be the sole predictor of outcomes in any given social interaction. Instead, 

individual differences in the accuracy of theory of mind judgments and/or motivation to use 

one’s theory of mind likely manifest in observable social behaviours during interactions, which 

may facilitate (or hinder) relational success. As illustrated in Figure 1, I propose that social 

behaviours mediate the relation between individual differences in theory of mind and relational 

success.  

 The most common category of social behaviours that have been investigated in the 

literature is social skills. Social skills are behaviours that facilitate positive interactions, such as 

maintaining composure, acting according to social norms, and initiating interactions with others 
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(McFall, 1982; Riggio, 1986). Indeed, the validity of this construct is supported by research in 

both children and adults. Among typically developing children, there is a robust literature 

supporting the association between social skills and relational success, including peer rated 

likeability (Dodge, 1983; Gresham, 1982; Place & Becker, 1991), closer teacher-reported 

student-teacher relationships (Hamre & Pianta, 2001), and more positive peer-rated peer 

relationships (Rich, Shepherd, & Nangle, 2008). Among adults, more frequent use of specific 

social skills (e.g., more frequent eye gaze), and higher overall self-reported social skills, are 

associated with higher partner ratings of participant likeability (Argyle, Lefebvre, & Cook, 1974; 

Riggio, Watring, & Throckmorton, 1993), more self-reported social ties (Riggio, 1986; Riggio, 

Watring, & Throckmorton, 1993), and lower self-reported feelings of loneliness (DiTommaso, 

Brannen-McNulty, Ross, & Burgess, 2003).  

To date, the association between theory of mind and social behaviours has been studied 

exclusively in clinical populations. Again, this research literature has focused almost entirely on 

social skills. Among young adults with autism spectrum disorder, RMET performance was not 

significantly associated with parent-reported overall social skills (Montgomery, Stoesz, & 

McCrimmon, 2013). However, when adolescents with autism spectrum disorder interacted with 

unfamiliar peers, performance on the RMET was significantly associated with some observer-

rated measures of social skills, such as social initiative and self-monitoring, but not others, such 

as social reciprocity (Usher, Burrows, Schwartz, & Henderson, 2015). 

  Among individuals with schizophrenia, more accurate RMET performance was 

significantly associated with more socially acceptable behaviour on a clinician-rated 

questionnaire (Harvey et al., 2019). In addition, research using role playing measures of social 

skills with individuals with schizophrenia has found that greater accuracy of RMET performance 
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is significantly associated with better overall social skills (Gibson, Penn, Prinstein, Perkins, & 

Belger, 2010; Kalin, Kaplan, Gould, Pinkham, Penn, & Harvey, 2015), but not certain specific 

social skills, including appropriate affect, language, or odd behaviour (Gibson, Penn, Prinstein, 

Perkins, & Belger, 2010). To my knowledge, there have been no studies that have investigated 

the association between RMET performance and social behaviours in adults without 

psychopathology.  

  Taken together, better RMET performance is often associated with higher levels of social 

skills among individuals with autism spectrum disorder and schizophrenia, particularly when the 

social skills are assessed based on observer-ratings of social interactions. It is unclear whether 

this association extends beyond clinical populations. Further, social skills are one of many 

different types of social behaviours, and additional research is needed to determine whether 

RMET performance is associated with other domains of social behaviours. In the current study, I 

examined the mediating role of three categories of social behaviours: conversational skills, 

cognitive sensitivity, and mental state language.  

Conversational Skills. Conversational skills are a subset of social skills that occur in the 

context of a conversation with another person (Spitzberg, 2007). Like other social skills, 

conversational skills are generally thought to facilitate positive interactions; however, not all 

conversational skills are associated with positive outcomes across all contexts. For example, 

although it may be skillful to make intimate self-disclosures with a close friend or partner 

(Collins & Miller, 1994), this behaviour is likely to be seen as inappropriate during initial 

encounters with strangers (Altman & Taylor, 1973). Therefore, the nature of the conversation 

and the relationship between the participants are important factors that determines whether 

behaviours coded as conversational skills are indeed skillful.  
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  The Conversational Skills Rating Scale (CSRS; Spitzberg, 2007) was designed to assess 

conversational skills in a range of contexts. The CSRS consists of 25 behavioural items that 

assess a range of verbal and non-verbal conversational skills. Previous research has found that 

the CSRS behavioural items generally load onto four skills factors (Spitzberg, 2007): (1) 

Attentiveness is defined as a tendency to be concerned with, interested in, or attentive to, a 

conversational partner. Attentiveness is assessed by behaviours such as leaning towards one’s 

conversation partner, nodding one’s head, and encouraging one’s partner. (2) Composure is 

defined by the avoidance of anxiety cues, and behaviours that portray an assertiveness or 

confidence, including speaking fluency, speaking at an appropriate volume, and the absence of 

shaking, nervous twitches, or unmotivated movements. (3) Expressiveness is defined by gestural 

and facial animation and topical verbosity. Expressiveness is assessed through items such as 

articulation, vocal variety, and facial expressions. (4) Coordination is defined as the effective 

management of a conversation. Coordination is assessed by behaviours such as asking one’s 

partner questions, topic initiation, and relative speaking time. The authors of the CSRS highlight 

this factor structure tends to be unstable because it is highly dependent on the context of the 

conversation. Therefore, they recommend that factor analyses be conducted in each new sample. 

Nevertheless, I used this previously defined CSRS factor structures to guide my discussion and 

generation of hypotheses, with the understanding that the factor structure is likely to differ in the 

current study.   

  Given the importance of contextual factors in determining whether behaviours are 

skillful, the scoring criteria for the CSRS does not assume that more of a particular behaviour is 

better. Instead, the scoring anchors range from inadequate (i.e., use is awkward, disruptive, or 

results in a negative impression of conversational skills) to excellent (i.e., use is smooth, 
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controlled, results in positive impression of conversational skills). Therefore, raters must use 

their judgment to code conversational skills based on the context of the situation. One contextual 

factor they may use is the partners’ reaction (e.g., did the partner smile after a joke?). Other 

contextual factors may be the nature of the situation or social norms (e.g., was it appropriate to 

make a joke?). In studies of adults without psychopathology, higher scores on each of the CSRS 

factors have been associated with positive social outcomes, including greater partner-reported 

communication satisfaction (Spitzberg & Hecht, 1984), greater partner-reported feelings of trust 

(Sutherland & Yoshida, 2015), higher levels of partner-reported relational satisfaction (Miczo, 

Segrin, & Allspach, 2001), and lower levels of self-reported loneliness (Spitzberg & Hurt, 1987).   

  Only two studies to my knowledge have examined whether individual differences in 

theory-of-mind decoding accuracy, as assessed with the RMET, predict conversational skills. In 

these studies, better performance on the RMET was found to be significantly associated with 

better social communication among adolescents with autism spectrum disorder (Jones et al., 

2018) and attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (Ayaz, Ayaz, & Yazgan, 2013). However, 

these studies did not use the CSRS, and instead used parent-ratings of adolescents’ social 

communication competence using a questionnaire designed to measure symptoms of autism 

spectrum disorder. Therefore, measures of communication competence may have been biased by 

overall symptom severity. In terms of motivation to use theory of mind, two studies using the 

CSRS found that overall self-reported motivation to engage in a conversation was associated 

with better conversational skills in each of the CSRS factors (Jones, 2004; Spitzberg & Hecht, 

1984).  

  In the current study I expected that the CSRS factors of attentiveness and coordination 

will show specific, and differential, associations with theory-of-mind decoding accuracy and 
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motivation. In contrast, I did not expect to see significant associations for either composure or 

expressiveness. That is, I expected that maintaining composure during an interaction and 

displaying appropriate levels of animation would occur regardless of whether individuals are 

able and motivated to accurately decode their partners’ mental states. Specific hypotheses related 

to attentiveness and coordination are presented separately below. 

  Attentiveness is defined generally as showing interest in one’s conversation partner. 

Therefore, I theorize that this behaviour may be driven primarily by motivation to use one’s 

theory of mind, rather than theory-of-mind decoding skill. To date, only one study has examined 

this association. In this study, the authors assessed the relation between RMET performance and 

eye gaze towards another person, which is a behaviour that loads on the attentiveness factor in 

the CSRS. This study found no association between RMET performance and eye gaze (Neath, 

Nilsen, Gittsovich, & Itier, 2013), supporting the assertion that simply being good, or bad, at 

decoding others’ mental states is not associated with how attentive people are in their 

interactions with others. To date, however, no studies have examined whether individuals’ 

motivation to obtain information about others’ mental states is associated with the sorts of 

behaviours, such as eye gaze and other ways of attending, that would provide this information. 

That is, it is possible that one way to get information about others’ mental state is to simply pay 

attention to them.  

 

Hypothesis two: I hypothesized that attentiveness behaviours would mediate the 

association between MRM scores and partner ratings of participant likeability. More 

specifically:  
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(2a; Figure 1, path a2) I hypothesized that higher MRM scores, but not RMET 

accuracy, would be associated with higher levels of attentiveness.  

(2b; Figure 1, path b) Further, I hypothesized that higher levels of attentiveness 

would be associated with higher partner ratings of participant likeability.  

 

 Coordination is defined, generally, as behaviours that facilitate a smooth flow of 

conversation. To date there has been no research investigating the relation of theory-of-mind 

skill or motivation to use this skill with behaviours indicating coordination. Theoretically, 

individuals must be able to accurately decode their conversation partners’ mental states and be 

motivated to do so in order to know what their conversational partner is thinking or feeling in 

any given situation. Once they have this information, they can use it to facilitate a smooth flow 

of the conversation. For example, if an individual is able and motivated to decode their partner’s 

mental states, they will be able to identify when their partner is bored, confused, or ready to 

move on. Once they have this information, they will be able to entertain their partner, clarify the 

source of confusion, or change the subject. As such, both theory-of-mind decoding skill and 

motivation to use one’s theory of mind may be important predictors of coordination in an 

interpersonal interaction.  

 

Hypothesis three: I hypothesized that coordination skills would mediate the association 

between RMET accuracy and partner ratings of participant likeability, and that this 

association would depend on participants’ MRM. More specifically: 

(3a; Figure 1, path a3) I hypothesized that greater RMET accuracy would predict 

better coordination skills, but only in the context of higher MRM scores.  
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(3b; Figure 1, path b) Further, I hypothesized that better coordination skills would 

be associated with higher partner ratings of participant likeability.  

 

  Cognitive Sensitivity. Cognitive sensitivity describes the extent to which an individual is 

able to identify and respond sensitively to the knowledge and abilities of a partner when working 

towards a joint task (Prime, Perlman, Tackett, & Jenkins, 2014). Specifically, cognitive 

sensitivity involves building a mutual relationship, identifying what one’s partner understands 

and responding sensitively, and communicating clearly with one’s partner. Cognitive sensitivity 

is thought to be a trait-like individual difference characteristic, and there is emerging evidence 

that cognitive sensitivity facilitates a range of interpersonal relationships (Browne, Leckie, 

Prime, Perlman, & Jenkins, 2016; Matta & Knudson-Martin, 2006; Prime, Perlman, Tackett, & 

Jenkins, 2014). For example, both parental and sibling cognitive sensitivity is related to several 

aspects of children’s cognitive development, including theory-of-mind skills (Prime, Plamondon, 

Pauker, Perlman, & Jenkins, 2016; Prime, Browne, Akbari, Wade, Madigan, & Jenkins, 2015). 

Although no studies to my knowledge have investigated the role of cognitive sensitivity in adult 

social functioning, identifying and responding sensitivity to one’s partner’s knowledge and 

abilities is likely to build cohesion and promote the formation of social relationships.   

  By definition, one must accurately decode one’s partner’s mental states in order to be 

sensitive to them. As such, theory-of-mind decoding skill is likely associated with cognitive 

sensitivity. Indeed, prior research suggests that higher accuracy on the RMET is associated with 

more effective delivery of instructions (Krych-Appelbaum, Law, Jones, Barnacz, Johnson, & 

Keenan, 2007) as well as higher interpersonal communication competence (Petrocchi, Filipponi, 

Antonietti, Levante, & Lecciso, 2020), which are characteristics similar to the communicative 
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clarity domain of cognitive sensitivity. Further, greater emotion perception accuracy—a 

construct closely related to theory of mind decoding—is associated with more responsive support 

in romantic relationships (Gregory, Anderson, & Gable, 2020). However, as described earlier, 

one must also be sufficiently motivated to use one’s theory of mind in order for strong theory-of-

mind decoding skills to be used in a particular situation. Thus, like coordination, it may be the 

interaction between theory-of-mind decoding skills and motivation that predicts cognitive 

sensitivity.  

 

Hypothesis four: I hypothesized that participants’ cognitive sensitivity would mediate the 

association between participants’ RMET accuracy and partner ratings of participant 

likeability, and that this model would depend on the participants’ MRM scores. More 

specifically:  

 (4a; Figure 1, path a3) I hypothesized that greater RMET accuracy would predict 

higher levels of cognitive sensitivity, but only in the context of higher MRM 

scores.  

(4b; Figure 1, path b) Further, I hypothesized that higher levels of cognitive 

sensitivity would be associated with higher partner ratings of participant 

likeability. 

 

  Mental State Language. The final, and perhaps the most proximate, behavioural 

manifestation of theory of mind that I examined in this dissertation was mental state language 

(MSL). Although thinking about internal mental states often occurs privately in our mind, one 

direct indicator of this internal behaviour is how often we talk about mental states. MSL is 
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defined as the frequency with which individuals utter words that refer to their own or others’ 

internal mental states (e.g., “know”, “want”, “frustrated”, “imagine”). 

 Talking about mental states may have a number of important implications for social 

relationships; however, this relation likely depends on whose mental states are being discussed. 

MSL usually refers to either one’s own mental state (i.e., self-referent MSL; e.g., “I think,” “I 

know,” “I believe”) or another persons’ mental state (i.e., other-referent MSL; e.g., “you think,” 

“you know,” “you believe”). When individuals use self-referent MSL, they are self-disclosing 

their own mental states, which reduces the uncertainty for prospective relationship partners. 

Because uncertainty is an uncomfortable state, reducing this state is thought to be crucial in the 

development of a relationship (Berger & Calabrese, 1975). Further, self-disclosure allows 

prospective relationship partners to determine whether they are similar, trustworthy, or 

compatible with the individual they are evaluating, which allows the prospective relationship 

partners to determine whether they would like to pursue a relationship (Derlega, Winstead, & 

Green, 2008). Indeed, higher levels of self-disclosure have been associated with more favourable 

first impressions (Clark et al., 2004; Sprecher, Treger, & Wondra, 2012).  

  Other-referent MSL, in contrast, often involves inquiring about others’ mental states 

(e.g., “What do you think?”). Previous research suggests that providing the opportunity for 

others to self-disclose is associated with relational success, including higher levels of partner-

reported likeability and closeness (Chow, Ruhl, & Buhrmester, 2013; FeldermanHall, Dalgleish, 

Evans, & Mobbs, 2015; Huang, Yeomans, Brooks, Minson, & Gino, 2017). In sum, although the 

mechanisms are likely different, more frequent self- and other-referent MSL may both be 

associated with relational success. Indeed, prior research on children has found that more 
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frequent MSL has been associated higher quality interpersonal relationships (Brown, Donelan-

McCall, & Dunn, 1996).  

 Previous research exploring the relation between performance on theory of mind tasks 

and MSL is inconsistent. Among children, there is a robust literature suggesting that parental 

MSL is associated with children’s performance on theory-based induction theory of mind tasks 

(e.g., the false belief task; see Tompkins, Benigno, Lee, & Wright, 2017). Further, children’s 

performance on these tasks is associated with the frequency of their own MSL (Grazzani & 

Ornaghi, 2012; Ruffman, Slade, & Crowe, 2002; Symons, Peterson, Slaughter, Roche, & Doyle, 

2005). In contrast, the few studies that have examined this association with adult participants 

have not found any empirical support for a significant relation between theory of mind decoding 

performance, as assessed by the RMET, and frequency of MSL (Devine & Hughes, 2019; 

Dodell-Feder et al., 2013; Rice & Redcay, 2015). There are a number of possible reasons for the 

dissociation in empirical findings in the children and adult literatures. For example, these 

separate literatures may be assessing different components of theory of mind or the relation may 

differ at different stages of development.  

  The literature to date appears to suggest that theory-of-mind decoding accuracy and MSL 

are unrelated in adults. However, the relation of motivation to use one’s theory of mind and MSL 

has not been examined. Theoretically, being highly motivated to think about others’ mental 

states may be associated with asking others about their mental states, regardless of how 

accurately one is able to decode them. That is, individuals who are highly motivated to 

understand others’ mental states may be more likely to simply ask others about their mental 

states using other-referent MSL (e.g., “What do you think about this?”). In contrast, scores on the 
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MRM are unlikely to be associated with talking about one’s own mental states, given that MRM 

is conceptualized specifically as a motivation to understand others’ mental states.  

 

Hypothesis five (Figure 1, path b): I hypothesized that more frequent self-referent MSL 

would be associated with higher partner ratings of participant likeability. I did not expect 

RMET accuracy or MRM scores to be associated with self-referent MSL.  

 

Hypothesis six: I hypothesized that other-referent MSL would mediate the association 

between MRM and partner ratings of participant likeability. More specifically: 

(6a; Figure 1, path a2) I hypothesized that higher MRM scores, but not RMET 

accuracy, would be associated with more frequent other-referent MSL.  

(6b; Figure 1, path b) Further, I hypothesized that more frequent other-referent 

MSL would be associated with higher partner ratings of participant likeability.  

 

Goals and Hypotheses of the Current Study 

The overarching goal of the current dissertation is to examine whether individual 

differences in theory-of-mind decoding skill, motivation, and their interaction manifest in social 

behaviours that, in turn, predict the outcome of a social interaction (see Figure 1). Undergraduate 

students were invited to the lab in pairs to engage in a cooperative Lego-building task. 

Conversational skills, cognitive sensitivity, and MSL were coded from videotapes of the 

interaction, and relational success was operationalized as partner ratings of participant likability.  

The current dissertation has a number of notable strengths. First, it builds on past research 

examining the role of theory of mind in relational success by considering motivation to use one’s 
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theory of mind. Including motivation in the proposed model may help to create a more 

comprehensive model that better captures the complexity of real-world behaviours. Motivation 

may also help to explain the inconsistency between the theoretical assertion that theory of mind 

is important for relational success, and lack of empirical support for this assertion. 

  Second, the social behaviours and relational success were assessed using objective, 

second-party ratings. The vast majority of the prior literature described in earlier sections 

assesses relational success and social behaviours with self-report questionnaires. When reporting 

on the appropriateness and/or success of one’s own social behaviours, an individual has to reflect 

on how they think others perceived their behaviours, relationship, or interaction. Thus, self-

reported relational success and social behaviours may actually rely on one’s theory of mind, and 

therefore, these variables are often conflated in prior studies. Using objective, second-party 

ratings provides a more valid assessment and ensures that measurement of relational success and 

social behaviours are not biased by one’s own theory of mind.  

   Third, participants took part in an ecologically valid cooperation task with a stranger. I 

reasoned that a cooperation task would be particularly relevant for the current study because 

theory-of-mind skills facilitate cooperation by enabling mutual attunement (Paal & Bereczkei, 

2007). Therefore, theory of mind is likely to be particularly relevant for success in cooperative 

situations. In addition, the current study is the first to examine whether individual differences in 

theory of mind influences relational success during an initial encounter. As previously 

mentioned, theory-of-mind decoding skills may be particularly relevant during this stage of a 

relationship.   

  In sum, although the exact nature of the hypothesized model depends on the specific 

mediator, I proposed that individual differences in theory of mind, both skill and motivation, 
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would predict an individual’s behaviours during an interaction with a stranger. I proposed that 

these behaviours would, in turn, predict the outcome of the interaction, as defined by partner 

ratings of participant likeability. The specific hypotheses were as follows:  

1. I hypothesized that greater accuracy on the RMET would be associated with higher 

partner ratings of participant likeability, but only in the context of higher MRM scores.  

2. I hypothesized a mediation model, such that attentiveness behaviours would mediate the 

association between MRM scores and partner ratings of participant likeability. More 

specifically:  

a. I hypothesized that higher MRM scores, but not RMET accuracy, would be 

associated with higher levels of attentiveness.  

b. Further, I hypothesized that higher levels of attentiveness would be associated 

with higher partner ratings of participant likeability.  

3. I hypothesized that coordination skills would mediate the association between RMET 

accuracy and partner ratings of participant likeability, and that this association would 

depend on participants’ MRM. More specifically: 

a. I hypothesized that greater RMET accuracy would predict better coordination 

skills, but only in the context of higher MRM scores.  

b. Further, I hypothesized that better coordination skills would be associated with 

higher partner ratings of participant likeability. 

4. I hypothesized that participants’ cognitive sensitivity would mediate the association 

between participants’ RMET accuracy and partner ratings of participant likeability, and 

that this model would depend on the participants’ MRM scores. More specifically:  
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a. I hypothesized that greater RMET accuracy would predict higher levels of 

cognitive sensitivity, but only in the context of higher MRM scores.  

b. Further, I hypothesized that higher levels of cognitive sensitivity would be 

associated with higher partner ratings of participant likeability. 

5. I hypothesized that more frequent self-referent MSL would be associated with higher 

partner ratings of participant likeability. I did not expect RMET accuracy or MRM scores 

to be associated with self-referent MSL.  

6. I hypothesized that other-referent MSL would mediate the association between MRM and 

partner ratings of participant likeability. More specifically: 

a. I hypothesized that higher MRM scores, but not RMET accuracy, would be 

associated with more frequent other-referent MSL.  

b. Further, I hypothesized that more frequent other-referent MSL would be 

associated with higher partner ratings of participant likeability. 
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Chapter 3  

Methods 

Participants 

  The current sample included 334 participants paired in 167 same-gender dyads recruited 

from first- and second-year psychology courses and from advertisements placed around campus. 

I selected this sample size based on an a priori power analysis (see data analysis section). 

Participants who responded to advertisements were eligible to participate if they were between 

the ages of 18 and 25 years old to ensure that the age distribution was similar to those in the first- 

and second-year psychology courses. Participants signed up for a time slot online (for those 

recruited via psychology courses) or via e-mail (for those recruited via advertisements). Each 

timeslot was open to two participants of the same self-reported gender.  

  The initial sample included 398 participants. Of these, 36 were excluded from analyses 

because they paired with a partner who did not arrive for the study appointment, and 

consequently, they completed an alternative procedure. An additional 28 participants were 

excluded because they were inadvertently paired with a participant who was not a stranger. 

Finally, a further four participants had missing data on one or more of the primary measures due 

to technical difficulties, experimenter error, or participant tardiness. Pairwise deletion was used 

for missing data, and therefore the exact number of dyads used in each analysis varies from 163 

to 167.  

Procedure 

  This study was approved by the General Research Ethics Board at Queen’s University. 

Two participants with the same self-reported gender independently signed up to participate in a 

one-hour study session. When participants arrived at the laboratory, they were taken to 
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independent testing rooms to avoid the participants having contact before beginning the study. 

All participants first provided written informed consent. Participants then independently 

completed questionnaires assessing demographic characteristics and theory of mind motivation 

using a Qualtrics.com link on a laboratory computer. Other questionnaires were also completed 

that were not relevant to the current study. Once both participants completed the questionnaires, 

they were brought to the same room to complete a cooperative building task (Aguilar, O’Brien, 

August, Aoun, & Hektner, 2001). In this task, participants were asked to build a Lego model 

based on a photo (see Appendix A). Participants were told that they had seven minutes to 

complete the task, and that they could each only touch two of the four colours of the Lego pieces. 

If they completed the model within a seven-minute time limit, they were given a second model to 

complete. Participants received the following instructions:  

 

Here are some building blocks. Here is a picture of the design that I want the two of you to 

make together. I want to let you know that this is a really hard design to build. So let’s just 

see how much of the design the two of you can build together. It is important for you to know 

that you will only have seven minutes to build the design. There is one rule that I want you to 

follow. You (participant 1) can only touch the GREEN and YELLOW pieces. You 

(participant 2) can only touch the GREY and RED pieces. You are both allowed to touch the 

base. Can you show me which pieces you are allowed to touch? (Correct if necessary). If 

you finish this model, you can go onto the next one. If this happens, please do not take apart 

your first model—you have enough blocks to complete both models. Do you have any 

questions? 
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  The experimenters left the room while the participants completed the building task. The 

experimenters returned seven minutes later and brought participants back to the original room 

where they completed the first battery of questionnaires. Participants then completed a second 

battery of questionnaires using a Qualtrics.com link on a laboratory computer assessing their 

familiarity with their partner prior to this study and how much they liked their partner. Other 

questionnaires were also completed that were not relevant to the current study. Participants were 

explicitly told that their partners would not see their responses to these questions. After 

completing the questionnaires, participants completed a theory of mind task using E-Prime 

software (Psychology Software Tools, 2016). At the end of the study, participants were debriefed 

about the purpose of the study and were given the opportunity to ask questions. Participants were 

compensated $10 or course credit for their participation.  

Measures 

  Demographic Questionnaire. Participants completed a demographics questionnaire that 

included questions about their self-reported gender, age, and ethnicity, as well as their parents’ or 

guardians’ occupations. Two research assistants coded the participants’ parents’ or guardians’ 

occupation using the Hollingshead Index as an indicator of socio-economic status (Hollingshead, 

1957). Each occupation was rated on a 7-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1-major 

professionals to 8-unemployed. Discrepancies were resolved by consensus. The interrater 

reliability for the Hollingshead Index was ICC(2, 2) = .90. 

 Theory-of-Mind Decoding Skill. Theory-of-mind decoding skill was assessed with the 

Reading the Mind in the Eyes task (RMET; Baron-Cohen et al., 2001). The RMET includes 36 

photographs that contain the eye region of faces. Each photograph is surrounded by four 

adjectives, one at each corner of the photograph. Participants were instructed to choose the 
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adjective that best describes the photograph as quickly as possible. The task was presented on a 

computer monitor and participants responded by pressing one of four letters on the keyboard 

(i.e., S, X, K, M). Accuracy was defined as percent correct and response time was recorded in 

milliseconds.  

 To control for task demands and perceptual processing abilities not attributed to theory of 

mind in the RMET task, I administered the Animals task (Harkness et al., 2005). In this task 

participants were presented with 12 photographs of animals surrounded by four adjectives in a 

format similar to the RMET. Accuracy was defined as percent correct. The RMET and Animals 

items were presented randomly in one block of 46 items.  

 Theory of Mind Motivation. The Mind-Reading Motivation Scale (MRM; Carpenter et 

al., 2016) is a 13-item self-report questionnaire that is designed to measure individual differences 

in individuals’ willingness to effortfully engage with others’ perspectives and mental states (e.g., 

“when I am conversing with more than one person, I like to think about how one person is 

interpreting what another person says in the conversation”).  Each item was rated on a 7-point 

Likert-type scale (1 = disagree completed to 7 = agree completely). Internal consistency 

(Cronbach’s α and McDonald’s ω, respectively) of the mind-reading motivation scale in the 

current study was .71 and .71.  

 Conversational Skills. The Conversational Skills Rating Scale (CSRS; Spitzberg, 2007) 

uses verbal and nonverbal content to rate participants on 25 molecular skill items that represent 

behaviours that are adaptive to conversations. Each skill is rated on a 5-point Likert-type scale 

that ranged from inadequate (e.g., speaking pace makes utterances consistently difficult to 

comprehend, or disruptive to normal response and flow of partner response), to adequate (e.g., 

speaking pace is, in only a small number of instances, difficult to comprehend, or disruptive to 
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normal response and flow of partner response), to excellent (e.g., speaking pace is varied 

compatibly with articulation and vocal variety so as to facilitate partner comprehension and 

response). See Appendix B for a complete list of CSRS items and coding anchors. The 

descriptions of some of the items were modified for the purposes of the current study.  

 Ten research assistants were responsible for coding the videos using the CSRS. 

Participants were given seven minutes to complete the task; however, due to experimenter error, 

some participants worked on the task for longer than seven minutes. Therefore, research 

assistants coding the interaction using the CSRS only watched the first seven minutes of the 

participants’ interaction. If participants completed both Lego models before the end of the seven 

minutes, research assistant only coded the portion of the video where participants were working 

on the task together. Research assistants were trained by independently coding several videos 

and discussing any discrepancies between codes as a larger group. As a reliability test, research 

assistants coded five videos independently and they were required to have interrater reliability of 

.80 with the PI before beginning to code. Once reliability was achieved, each video was coded by 

two separate research assistants. When scores differed by one point between raters, the two 

scores were averaged, and the average score was used in analyses. When scores differed by more 

than one point, discrepancies were resolved through discussion and the consensus ratings were 

used in analyses. The interrater reliability for the CSRS was ICC(2, 2) = .94.  

Cognitive Sensitivity. Cognitive sensitivity refers to the level of attunement and 

responsiveness of an individual to his or her partner’s mental states during a joint task (Prime, 

Perlman, Tackett, & Jenkins, 2014). Cognitive sensitivity was assessed using the cognitive 

sensitivity coding scheme by Prime and colleagues (Prime, Perlman, Tackett, & Jenkins, 2014; 

Prime et al., 2015). The scale contains 11-items that are grouped into three broad categories: 
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Communicative Clarity (e.g., “this person gives clear and specific verbal directions”), Mind-

Reading (e.g., “this person is sensitive to what his/her partner knows and/or understands”), and 

Mutuality Building (e.g., “this person gives positive feedback to reinforce his/her partner”). Each 

item is rated on a 5-point scale (1 = Not True At All to 5 = Very True) using thin slice 

methodology. That is, raters watched five minutes of the Lego task interaction and coded based 

on impressionistic ratings, rather than interval coding. Prior research suggests that using this thin 

slice methodology to code cognitive sensitivity has similar validity and interrater agreement 

when compared to interval rating and is substantially less resource intensive (see Prime, 

Perlman, Tackett, & Jenkins, 2014).  See Appendix C for the cognitive sensitivity coding rubric.  

 Three research assistants were responsible for coding the videos using the cognitive 

sensitivity coding scheme. Research assistants completed two phases of training on the cognitive 

sensitivity coding scheme. First, research assistants were trained using an online module 

developed by the creators of the cognitive sensitivity coding scheme (Prime, Perlman, Tackett, & 

Jenkins, 2014). This online module required that research assistants learn how to use the 

cognitive sensitivity code scheme with mother-child dyads. As a reliability test, research 

assistants coded 10 videos independently and were required to achieve .80 interrater reliability 

with expert coders from the creator of the cognitive sensitivity code scheme’s laboratory. 

Second, research assistants were trained to use the cognitive sensitivity coding schemes with 

undergraduate student dyads. Training involved coding videos independently and then returning 

as a group to discuss discrepancies between codes. As a reliability test, research assistants were 

required to code 10 videos independently and achieve .80 interrater reliability with the principal 

investigator of the current study. The interrater reliability for the cognitively sensitivity coding 
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scheme was ICC(2, 2) = .80. Internal consistency (Cronbach’s α and McDonald’s ω, 

respectively) of the scores obtained after consensus was .94 and .94.  

  Mental State Language. Mental state terms were defined as words that referred to one’s 

own or others’ internal mental states. The mental state list provided by Ruffman and colleagues 

(2002) was used as a guide for possible mental state terms in the current study. See Appendix D 

for a non-comprehensive list of mental state terms.  

  The entire transcript was coded for MSL. Participants were given seven minutes to 

complete the task; however, due to experimenter error, some participants worked on the task for 

longer than seven minutes. Therefore, only the mental state words uttered in the first seven 

minutes were used in analyses. Further, if the participants completed both Lego models before 

the end of the seven minutes, only mental state words uttered during the portion of the video 

where participants were working on the task together were used.  

Five research assistants were responsible for all stages of the MSL coding. First, two 

research assistants independently reviewed a transcript of the building task and highlighted any 

potential mental state terms. Second, one research assistant organized all potential mental state 

terms into an excel document with relevant context from the transcript and the video timestamp. 

Third, two research assistants independently coded each mental state term while watching the 

video and reading the relevant context from the transcript.  

Each mental state term was coded into one of the following categories: knowledge, 

modulation of assertion, desire, emotion, pretend, or not a mental state term (kappa = .84).1 The 

referent of the mental state term was also coded (i.e., self, other, both) for all mental state 

categories, with the exception of modulation of assertion because the referent is often ambiguous 

 
1Mental state words that did not fall into any of these categories were coded as an “other” mental state term. 
However, because this category was poorly defined, I did not include it in my analyses.  
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in statements that include modulations (kappa = .95). MSL frequency scores were created for 

each category by dividing the total number of mental state words by the total numbers of words 

uttered in the same period and multiplying this fraction by 1000. Thus, the MSL frequency 

scores represent the number of mental state words uttered per 1000 words. In the current study, 

the majority of participants did not utter words that fell into the desire, emotion, or pretend 

categories. Therefore, only the categories of self- and other-referent knowledge and modulation 

of assertation were examined below.  

 Likeability. Participants’ conversation partners completed the 11-item Reysen 

Likeability Scale (Reysen, 2005) as a measure of the degree to which they liked the participant 

(e.g., “I like this person” and “I would like to be friends with this person”). Each item is rated on 

a 7-point scale (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree). Internal consistency (Cronbach’s α 

and McDonald’s ω, respectively) of the Reysen Likeability Scale in the current study was .92 

and .91.  

Data Analysis 

 Power Analysis. In structural equation models, the required sample size can be 

determined by power analyses based on the part of the model with the largest number of 

predictors (Hair, Hult, Ringle, & Sarstedt, 2017). In the current model, the regression equation 

predicting the mediator had three predictors (RMET, MRM, and their interaction) and is the part 

of the model that requires the largest sample size. Although APIM typically involves correlated 

errors due to non-independent data, which can influence power, dyads’ RMET performance and 

MRM scores are entirely independent in the current study (r = .02, p = .76 for RMET accuracy 

and r = .01, p = .87 for MRM scores). Kenny, Kashy, and Cook (2006) recommend that authors 

ignore the non-independence of APIM models when estimating power if intraclass correlation 
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coefficients are close to zero. Therefore, power analyses were calculated for a traditional, non-

APIM moderation. A priori power analysis using the G*Power computer program (Faul, 

Erdfelder, Lang, & Buncher, 2007) indicates that a sample size of 288 would be needed to detect 

a small to medium effect size (f2 = .05) with 90% power and .05 error probability for a linear 

multiple regression with three predictors. I recruited additional participants with the expectation 

that some would be excluded from the final analyses due to exclusionary criteria.   

  Exploratory Factor Analyses. MPlus version 8.4 (Muthén & Muthén, 2017) was used to 

conduct exploratory factor analyses (EFAs) on the factor structure of the three scales used in the 

current study (MRM, CSRS, and cognitive sensitivity). Although the factor structure has been 

established for a number of the scales, sample selection can substantially affect the solutions 

generated (Gaskin, Lambert, Bowe, & Orellana, 2017). In addition, the authors of the CSRS 

recommend that an exploratory factor analysis is conducted in each study because the factor 

structure can vary depending on the nature of the conversation and/or interaction (Spitzberg, 

2007). Indeed, conversations had during the Lego task are likely very different from 

conversations that occur during unstructured interactions. Because the observations from 

participant pairs were not independent for the CSRS or cognitive sensitivity scores (i.e., 

participants’ social behaviours could influence their partners’ social behaviours), I conducted a 

complex EFA when assessing the factor structure of CSRS and cognitive sensitivity, which 

adjusts standard errors for clustered data. Factors were rotated using the goemin rotation, which 

is an oblique rotation that often produces factor loadings and factor correlations similar to those 

of confirmatory factor analysis without having to specify the factor loading pattern (Schmitt, 

2011). 
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Measured variables were assessed for normality using the skewness and kurtosis statistic 

as well as visual inspection of the histogram in order to determine the appropriate method of 

fitting the model. Data were also assessed for restricted range. Items were not included in the 

factor analysis when 90% of participants scores were within 0.5 scale degree points. Appropriate 

factor structure was determined using the use following acceptable fit criterion: non-significant 

chi-square; Akaike information criterion (AIC), Bayesian information criterion (BIC), and 

adjusted BIC with lower values indicating a better fit; root mean square error approximation 

(RMSEA) and standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) less than .08; comparative fit 

index (CFI) and Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI) greater than .90; last substantial drop in the scree 

plot; and the interpretability of the factor structure. Items with a factor loading of less than |.3| 

were dropped from analyses and the EFA was re-run with these items omitted (Worthington & 

Whittaker, 2006). Items that loaded greater than |.3| on two or more factors would have been 

excluded, although this was never the case in the current study.  

Preliminary Data Analysis. SPSS statistical software version 25.0 was used for all 

preliminary data analysis. I assessed each variable of interest for normality using the skewness 

and kurtosis statistic as well as visual inspection of the histogram. Outliers were defined as 

values greater than three standard deviations from the mean. For each RMET item, I performed a 

one sample t-test to examine whether performance of all participants differed from chance (25% 

accuracy). If performance on any items was not statistically different from chance performance, 

the item would be excluded. All subsequent analyses were run twice: once with the original 

outlier values included, and a second time with outlier values transformed using winsorization. 

In winsorization transformation analyses, outlier values were replaced with the value 

corresponding to the closest non-outlier value (i.e., three standard deviations above or below the 
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mean). The pattern of the result did not change in any of the analyses when the transformed 

values were used, and thus the analyses with the non-transformed outlier values are reported. I 

tested the association between possible covariates and study variables using Pearson correlation 

coefficients, independent samples t-tests, and one-way analysis of variances (ANOVAs). 

Categorical covariates were dummy coded. Further, I examined the association among all study 

variables using Pearson correlation coefficients.  

  Actor-Partner Interdependence Models. I used Kashy and Kenny’s (2000) actor-

partner interdependence model (APIM) to assess the primary research questions in the current 

dissertation. This model accounts for the interdependence in dyad members’ responses. This 

analysis yields an actor effect (e.g., whether one’s own RMET scores predict one’s own 

cognitive sensitivity), and a partner effect (e.g., whether one’s own RMET scores predicts one’s 

partner’s cognitive sensitivity). From this point on, I will use the words “participant” to refer to 

the dyad member’s own scores, and the term “partner” to refer to the other dyad member’s 

scores. All APIM analyses were conducting used MPlus version 8.4 (Muthén & Muthén, 2017). 

Data were organized into dyad-level data arrangements (Olsen & Kenny, 2006) and continuous 

measured variables were standardized using the means and standard deviations across the entire 

sample (Kenny, Kashy, & Cook, 2006). 

Because dyad members were indistinguishable in this study (i.e., there were no 

meaningful differences between the participants in dyads), both dyad members’ scores were used 

to predict the actor and partner effects. To do so, a number of constraints were made on each of 

the APIM models. These constraints remove the arbitrary distinction made between participants 

in indistinguishable pairs which unnecessarily reduces power. For all APIM models, the 

following aspects of the model were constrained to be equal for each participant in a dyad: 
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effects, covariances, means, variances of exogenous variables, residual variances of endogenous 

variables, and intercepts of endogenous variables. See Appendix E for a sample of the Mplus 

syntax to see the specific constraints that were made. For models with latent variables, 

constraints were also placed on the factor loadings; the means, residual variances, and intercepts 

of observed variables; and the variances of latent variables.  

The traditional model fit indices are not appropriate for indistinguishable dyads because 

they do not include the constraints that must be placed on models with indistinguishable dyads. 

In order to compute fit indices, I estimated the saturated and null models (see Olsen & Kenny, 

2006 for a description of these models). In short, I estimated a saturated model by constraining 

the two individual dyad members means, variances, and covariance matrices to be equal. In the 

null model, I fixed all covariances in the saturated model to zero. See Appendix E for an 

example of the Mplus syntax used to compute saturated and null models for indistinguishable 

dyads.  

  Actor-partner interdependence moderation model for indistinguishable dyads. RMET, 

MRM, and the interaction between RMET and the MRM were entered as predictor variables, and 

the Reysen Likeability Scale was entered as the outcome variable. In models where the 

interaction between RMET and MRM was not significant, the model was re-run with the 

interaction term removed to produce the main effects for the RMET and MRM. See Figure 2 for 

a visual depiction of the APIMoM.  
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Figure 2. Actor-partner interdependence moderation model for indistinguishable dyads. 

Note: P1 = Participant one. P2 = Participant two. RMET = Reading the Mind in the Eyes task. 

MRM = Mind-Reading Motivation. Paths with the same label were constrained in analyses. In 

all analyses, P1 variables were correlated with P2 variables, but for simplicity, this is not 

depicted in the diagram.   

Actor-partner interdependence moderated mediation model for indistinguishable 

dyads. I tested five actor-partner interdependence moderated mediation models (APIMoMeM) 

for indistinguishable dyads. In all APIMoMeMs, participants’ scores on the RMET, MRM, and 

the interaction between the RMET and the MRM were entered as predictor variables, and the 

Reysen Likeability Scale was entered as the outcome variable. Again, in APIMoMeMs where the 

interaction between RMET and MRM was not significant, the model was re-run with the 

interaction term removed to produce the main effects for the RMET and MRM. The model fit 

indices for the APIMeMoM with two CSRS latent factors as mediator variables could not be 

computed because the saturated model had more parameters than the sample size. Thus, two 
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separate models were conducted with one CSRS mediator in each. Because two models were run 

separately, I used a Bonferroni correction to set the significant cut-off at .05/2 = .025 for models 

1 and 2. In these models, the CSRS latent variables were entered as mediator variables. In model 

3, cognitive sensitivity score was entered as the mediator variable. In models 4 and 5, knowledge 

and modulation of assertion variables were entered as the mediator variables, respectively. 

Because the two MSL models were run separately, I used a Bonferroni correction to set the 

significant cut-off at .05/2 = .025. In model 4, the number of self- and other-referent terms 

mental state terms that referred to knowledge (e.g., think, know, believe) were entered as 

mediator variables. In model 5, the number of mental state terms that modulated assertions was 

entered as the mediator variable. See Figure 3 and Figure 4 for a visual depiction of the models 

with one and two mediators, respectively.
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Figure 3. Actor-partner interdependence moderated mediation model for indistinguishable dyads with one mediator. 

Note: P1 = Participant one. P2 = Participant two. RMET = Reading the Mind in the Eyes task. MRM = Mind-Reading Motivation. 

Paths with the same label were constrained in analyses. In all analyses, P1 variables were correlated with P2 variables, but for 

simplicity, this is not depicted in the diagram.   
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Figure 4. Actor-partner interdependence moderated mediation model for indistinguishable dyads with two mediators. 

Note: P1 = Participant one. P2 = Participant two. RMET = Reading the Mind in the Eyes task. MRM = Mind-Reading Motivation. 

Paths with the same label were constrained in analyses. In all analyses, P1 variables were correlated with P2 variables and mediator 1 

was correlated with mediator 2, but for simplicity, this is not depicted in the diagram. 
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Models with one mediator variable and interaction terms yielded four indices of 

moderated mediation (moderated mediation paths in Figure 3: aa3ba, ap3bp, aa3bp, ap3ba). Models 

with two mediator variables yielded four additional indices (additional moderated mediation 

paths in Figure 4: aa6ba2, ap6bp2, aa6bp2, ap6ba2). Models with one mediator variable without the 

interaction term yielded eight indirect effects (mediation paths in Figure 3: aa1ba, aa2ba, ap1bp, 

ap2bp, aa1bp, aa2bp, ap1ba, ap2ba).  Models with two mediator variables yielded eight additional 

indirect effects (additional mediation paths in Figure 4: aa4ba2, aa5ba2, ap4bp2, ap5bp2, aa4bp2, aa5bp2, 

ap4ba2, ap5ba2). In all analyses, any demographic variable (i.e., age, socio-economic status, gender, 

ethnicity) that had a significant association with predictor variables were tested as covariates. 

Further, reaction time on the RMET and accuracy on the Animals task was tested as a covariate 

in each model. The pattern of the result did not change with the inclusion of covariates in any of 

the models, and thus the analyses without covariates are reported.  
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Chapter 4 

Results 

Exploratory Factor Analyses 

 Mind-Reading Motivation. Fit indices for the models tested are presented in Table 1. 

Similar to the original factor analysis for the MRM (Carpenter et al., 2016), the model fit for the 

one-factor solution had room for improvement. Although the original factor analysis specified a 

three-factor model, I found that the two-factor solution had the best fitting indices. Nevertheless, 

as argued by Carpenter et al. (2016), differentiating aspects of MRM is not useful in many 

contexts because the different MRM factors generally do not differentially predict outcomes, 

partially due to the overlap between MRM factors (r = .26 in the current study). Further, the 

scree plot pattern (see Figure 5) supports a single scale approach. Therefore, following the lead 

of Carpenter et al. (2016), my subsequent analyses used the one-factor solution.  
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Table 1  

Model Fit Indices from the Exploratory Factor Analysis on the Mind-Reading Motivation Scale 

Number of 

Factors 
(df) χ2  AIC BIC Adj BIC RMSEA CFI TLI SRMR 

1 (65) 196.10*** 17984.34 18139.71 18015.96 .07 .72 .66 .07 

2 (53) 81.50*** 17869.19 18072.37 17910.55 .04 .94 .91 .04 

3 (42) 83.83*** 17863.26 18110.27 17913.54 .05 .91 .83 .03 

4 (32) 67.31*** 17860.83 18147.67 17919.21 .05 .92 .82 .02 

Note. df = degrees of freedom, AIC = Adjusted Bayesian information criterion, BIC = Bayesian 

information criterion, RMSEA = root mean square error of approximation, CFI = comparative fit 

index, TLI = Tucker Lewis index, SRMR = Standardized Room Mean Square Residual 

***p < .001 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Scree plot for Mind-Reading Motivation Scale Exploratory Factor Analysis.  
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  All items but one (item 9) had factor loadings greater than |.3| (see Table 2 for all factor 

loadings). This relatively weak item loading was consistent with the original factor analysis (.19 

in the current study vs .18 in Carpenter et al., 2016). I decided to retain this item in subsequent 

analyses in order to maintain fidelity to the original scale, and due to the theoretical importance 

of this item to the MRM construct. Supplementary analyses were run for the subsequent APIM 

analyses using a total MRM score with item 9 excluded, and the patterns of all results did not 

change. These analyses are available upon request.  

 

Table 2  

Factor Loadings for Mind-Reading Motivation Scale Exploratory Factor Analysis. 

MRM 

Item 
Factor Loading 

1  -.52* 

2 .38* 

3  -.41* 

4 .31* 

5 .46* 

6  -.53* 

7 .47* 

8  -.33* 

9 .19* 

10 .41* 

11 .47* 

12 .35* 

13 .39* 

Note. *p < .05 
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Conversational Skills. Five CSRS items were not included in the factor analysis due to 

restricted range: items 2, 3, 8, 9, and 18 (see Appendix B for a full list of CSRS items and coding 

anchors).  Furthermore, behaviours coded in item 22 (i.e., topic initiation) were entirely 

overlapping with behaviours coded in other domains (e.g., opinions, speaking of self, humour), 

which resulted in a linear dependency among these variables. Thus, item 22 was also excluded 

from analyses. The majority of items showed evidence of non-normality. As such, I used the 

maximum-likelihood estimation with robust standard errors. This method uses parameter 

estimates with standard errors and a mean-adjusted chi-square test statistic that are robust to non-

normality. 

 Fit indices for the models tested in the 19-item EFA are presented in Table 3 and the 

scree plot is presented in Figure 6. Evaluation of the fit statistics suggests that the 3-factor 

solution provides the most parsimonious factor structure with good model fit. However, 6 items 

had a factor loading of less than |.3| (see Table 4). Therefore, the EFA was re-run excluding these 

items. The results of the 13-item EFA did not converge for a 4- or 5-factor solution, likely due to 

the limited number of measured variables. Fit indices for a 1-, 2-, and 3-factor solution from the 

13-item EFA are presented in Table 5. Evaluation of the fit statistics suggest that a 3-factor 

solution was the best fit to the data. Factor loadings for the 3-factor solution from the 13-item 

EFA are presented in Table 6. However, because factors with less than three-items generally 

have poor reliability (Raubenheimer, 2004), I dropped the two items in the third factor from 

analyses and re-ran the EFA a third time.  
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Table 3  

Model Fit Indices from the Exploratory Factor Analysis on 19 Items of the Conversational Skills 

Rating Scale 

Number 

of Factors 
(df) χ2  AIC BIC 

Adjusted 

BIC 
RMSEA CFI TLI SRMR 

1 474.34*** 13337.82 13555.05 13374.24 .08 .58 .53 .08 

2 271.77*** 13172.27 13458.11 13220.20 .06 .82 .77 .05 

3 170.66** 13108.08 13458.70 13166.87 .04 .93 .90 .04 

4 140.46** 13103.38 13514.98 13172.40 .03 .95 .91 .03 

5 115.24* 13101.59 13570.36 13180.19 .03 .96 .93 .03 

 

Note: df = degrees of freedom, AIC = Adjusted Bayesian information criterion, BIC = Bayesian 

information criterion, RMSEA = root mean square error of approximation, CFI = comparative fit 

index, TLI = Tucker Lewis index, SRMR = Standardized Room Mean Square Residual  

* p  < .05 

** p < .01 

*** p < .001 
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Figure 6. Scree plot for Conversational Skills Rating Scale Exploratory Factor Analysis 
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Table 4  

Three-Factor Solution Factor Loadings from the Exploratory Factor Analysis on 19 Items of the 

Conversational Skills Rating Scale  

Item Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 

4. Articulation .68* -.01 -.22 

6. Volume .68* -.01 .04 

5. Vocal Variety .67* .21* -.01 

1. Speaking Rate .44* .11  -.21* 

13. Gestures .42*  -.21* .13 

17. Asking Questions .26* .15* .20* 

12. Nodding .21* .00 .22* 

25. Relative Speaking Time .18 .12 .06 

7. Posture .16* -.03 -.08 

11. Facial Expressions .09 -.06 .05 

10. Unmotivated Movements .07 .02 .10 

19. Speaking of Self -.10 .72* -.01 

21. Opinions .01 .62* .05 

23. Maintenance of Topics -.02 .49* .07 

15. Smiling .02 .42* .12 

14. Humor .05 .42* .03 

16. Social Referencing .12 .34* -.06 

24. Interruptions .00 .17* .67* 

20. Encouragements/Agreements .10 -.01 .56* 

*p < .05  
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Table 5  

Model Fit Indices from the Exploratory Factor Analysis on 13 Items of the Conversational Skills 

Rating Scale 

Number of 

Factors 
(df) χ2  AIC BIC Adj BIC RMSEA CFI TLI SRMR 

1 (65) 349.11*** 9034.93 9183.56 9059.85 .11 .56 .47 .10 

2 (53) 154.92*** 8864.92 9059.28 8897.51 .08 .84 .77 .05 

3 (42) 69.43** 8806.22 9042.51 8845.85 .04 .96 .92 .03 

 

Note: df = degrees of freedom, AIC = Adjusted Bayesian information criterion, BIC = Bayesian 

information criterion, RMSEA = root mean square error of approximation, CFI = comparative fit 

index, TLI = Tucker Lewis index, SRMR = Standardized Room Mean Square Residual 

** p < .01 

*** p < .001 
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Table 6  

Three-Factor Solution Factor Loadings from the Exploratory Factor Analysis on 13 Items of the 

Conversational Skills Rating Scale 

Item Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 

5. Vocal Variety .68* .20* .00 

4. Articulation .68* -.01  -.25* 

6. Volume .68* .00 .04 

1. Speaking Rate .44* .11  -.21* 

13. Gestures .42*  -.22* .12 

19. Speaking of Self -.11 .72* -.01 

21. Opinions .01 .63* .06 

23. Maintenance of Topics -.03 .49* .06 

15. Smiling .02 .42* .10 

14. Humor .05 .42* .04 

16. Social Referencing .10 .35* -.09 

24. Interruptions .00 .19* .70* 

20. Encouragements/Agreements .12 .00 .53* 

* p < .05 
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Due to the small number of measured variables, the results of the 11-item EFA did not 

converge for the 3-, or 4-, or 5-factor solution. Fit indices for the 1- and 2- factor solutions are 

presented in Table 7. Evaluation of the fit statistics of the models run indicated that a two-factor 

model was the best fit to the data. Factor loadings for the two-factor model are presented in 

Table 8. Factor one, labelled “clarity of communication,” contains items that pertain to 

unambiguous verbal (e.g., articulation or volume) and non-verbal (i.e., gestures) communication. 

Factor two, labeled “social engagement,” contains items that reflect verbal (e.g., voicing one’s 

opinion or making a joke) or non-verbal (e.g., smiling or social referencing) behaviours that 

facilitated rapport and encourage discourse between participants.  

 

Table 7  

Model Fit Indices from the Exploratory Factor Analysis on 11 Items of the Conversational Skills 

Rating Scale 

Number of 

Factors 
(df) χ2  AIC BIC Adj BIC RMSEA CFI TLI SRMR 

1 (44) 261.18*** 7718.82 7844.59 7739.91 .12 .60 .50 .10 

2 (34) 67.82** 7549.25 7713.13 7576.73 .06 .94 .90 .04 

Note: df = degrees of freedom, AIC = Adjusted Bayesian information criterion, BIC = Bayesian 

information criterion, RMSEA = root mean square error of approximation, CFI = comparative fit 

index, TLI = Tucker Lewis index, SRMR = Standardized Room Mean Square Residual 

** p < .01, *** p < .001 
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Table 8  

Two-Factor Solution Factor Loadings from the Exploratory Factor Analysis on 11 Items of the 

Conversational Skills Rating Scale 

Item Factor 1 Factor 2 

5. Vocal Variety .72* .17 

6. Volume .68* -.02 

4. Articulation .59* .00 

13. Gestures .44*  -.24* 

1. Speaking Rate .39* .10 

19. Speaking of Self -.08 .72* 

21. Opinions .05 .61* 

23. Maintenance of Topics -.01 .48* 

14. Humor .08 .41* 

15. Smiling .06 .41* 

16. Social Referencing .08 .35* 

*p < .05 

 

Cognitive Sensitivity. Fit indices for the models tested are presented in Table 9. 

Consistent with the original cognitive sensitivity factor analysis (Prime et al., 2015), fit indices 

suggest that the two-factor solution best fit the data. However, the second factor was not 

theoretically meaningful, and the factors were highly correlated (r = .74). Further, the scree plot 

patterns suggest a one-factor solution (see Figure 7), and all items load highly onto the one-factor 

solution (see Table 10 for factor loadings). Therefore, following the lead of Prime et al. (2015), 

the subsequent analyses in the current dissertation used the one-factor solution. 
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Table 9  

Model Fit Indices from the Exploratory Factor Analysis on the Cognitive Sensitivity Scale 

Number of 

Factors 
(df) χ2  AIC BIC Adj BIC RMSEA CFI TLI SRMR 

1 (44) 540.25*** 5151.42 5277.19 5172.51 .18 .83 .79 .07 

2 (34) 129.16*** 4750.71 4914.59 4778.19 .09 .97 .95 .02 

3 (25) 53.69*** 4685.54 4883.71 4718.77 .06 .99 .98 .02 

4 (17) 42.24*** 4679.15 4907.81 4717.49 .07 .99 .97 .01 

5 (10) 7.66 4676.46 4931.81 4719.28 .00 1.00 1.00 .01 

Note. df = degrees of freedom, AIC = Adjusted Bayesian information criterion, BIC = Bayesian 

information criterion, RMSEA = root mean square error of approximation, CFI = comparative fit 

index, TLI = Tucker Lewis index, SRMR = Standardized Room Mean Square Residual 

***p < .001 

 

 

Figure 7. Scree plot for Cognitive Sensitivity Exploratory Factor Analysis. 
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Table 10  

Factor Loadings for Mind-Reading Motivation Scale Exploratory Factor Analysis One-Factor 

Solution 

Cognitive 

Sensitivity 

Item 

Factor 

Loading 

1 .90* 

2 .76* 

3 .76* 

4 .66* 

5 .55* 

6 .94* 

7 .74* 

8 .90* 

9 .80* 

10 .53* 

11 .75* 

Note. *p < .05 

 

Preliminary Data Analysis 

 The majority of variables were normally distributed. The MSL frequency variables were 

positively skewed and leptokurtic. However, bootstrapping was used in all analyses, which is 

robust to non-normality. Results of the RMET item analysis indicated that for each of the 36 

RMET stimuli, participants performed better than chance, t(394) > 7.42, p < .001. As such, all 

RMET items were retained in subsequent analyses. Demographic characteristics are presented in 

Table 11, and descriptive statistics of study variables are presented in Table 12. Ethnicity was 

coded into the following categories due to small sample sizes within some ethnicity categories: 
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White, Asian, and Other. RMET accuracy was not associated with age, r = -.01, p = .92, or 

socio-economic status, r = -.02, p = .70. Further, RMET accuracy did not vary as a function of 

gender, t(331) = 1.26, p = .21. RMET accuracy was not significantly associated with ethnicity, 

F(2, 330) = 2.51, p = .08. Greater RMET accuracy was associated with slower RMET response 

time, r = .21, p < .001, and greater Animals task accuracy, r = .39, p < .001.  

 

Table 11  

Demographic Characteristics of the Sample 

Demographic 

Characteristics 
  

Gender (female), n (%) 248 (74.30) 

Age, M (SD) 20.25 (3.05) 

Ethnicity 
 

 
White, n (%) 201 (60.20) 

 
Asian, n (%) 90 (27) 

 
Other, n (%) 43 (12.9) 

SES, M(SD) 4.08 (2.04) 

Note. SES = Socio-economic status. 
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Table 12  

Descriptive Statistics of Study Variables 

  
M SD 

RMET 66.53 12.06 

Animals Task 70.78 17.36 

MRM 67.41 8.79 

CSRS 
  

 
Factor 1: Clarity of Communication 4.35 0.39 

 
Factor 2: Social Engagement 2.27 0.62 

Cognitive Sensitivity 33.44 6.09 

MSL Frequency (per 1000 words uttered) 
  

 
Self-Referent Knowledge 3.00 2.79 

 
Other-Referent Knowledge 0.45 0.75 

 
Modulations of Assertions 3.10 2.51 

Reysen Likeability Scale 53.78 9.24 

Note. RMET = Reading the Mind in the Eyes Task. MRM = Mind-Reading Motivation Scale. 

CSRS = Conversational Skills Rating Scale. MSL = Mental State Language. 

 

 MRM was not associated with age, r = -.06, p = .28. Higher MRM scores were associated 

with lower socio-economic status, r = .13, p = .02. MRM scores did not vary by participants’ 

gender, t(332) = 0.37, p = .71. MRM scores varied by participants’ ethnicity, F(2, 331) = 6.36, p 

= .001. Follow-ups indicated that Asian participants (M = 64.63, SD = 9.45) had significantly 

lower MRM scores compared to White participants (M = 68.41, SD = 8.41) or participants in the 

other ethnicity category (M = 68.56, SD = 7.95; p < .02). There was no difference in MRM 

scores between White participants and participants in the other ethnicity category (p = .92).   

 The CSRS clarity of communication subscale was not associated with age, r = .01, p = 
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.89, socio-economic status, r = -.04, p = .52, or gender, t(332) = 1.75, p = .08. Clarity of 

communication scores varied by participants’ ethnicity, F(2, 331) = 19.11, p < .001. Follow-ups 

indicated the White participants (M = 4.42, SD = 0.36) had significantly higher clarity of 

communication scores compared to Asian participants (M = 4.20, SD = 0.44; p < .001). None of 

the other pairwise comparisons were statistically significant (p > .07).  

  Older age was associated with lower scores on the CSRS social engagement subscale, r = 

-.15, p = .01. Social engagement scores were not associated with socio-economic status, r = -.05, 

p = .33. Women (M = 2.34, SD = 0.60) had significantly higher social engagement scores 

compared to men (M = 2.06, SD = 0.67), t(332) = 3.77, p < .001. Social engagement scores 

varied by participants’ ethnicity, F(2, 331) = 6.52, p = .002. Follow-ups indicated that White 

participants (M = 2.36, SD = 0.61) had significantly higher social engagement scores compared 

to Asian participants (M = 2.08, SD = 0.60; p < .001). None of the other follow-up comparisons 

were significant (p > .15). 

 Cognitive sensitivity scores were not associated with age (r = .02, p = .73) or socio-

economic status (r = -.06, p = .30). Women (M = 33.89, SD = 6.17) had significantly higher 

cognitive sensitivity scores compared to men (M = 32.16, SD = 5.68), t(332) = 2.27, p = .02.  

Cognitive sensitivity scores varied by participants’ ethnicity, F(2, 331) = 15.77, p < .001. 

Follow-ups indicated that White participants (M = 34.79, SD = 5.27) scored significantly higher 

than Asian participants (M = 30.66, SD = 6.92; p < .001). Participants in the other ethnicity 

category (M = 32.94, SD = 5.86) had higher cognitive sensitivity scores than Asian participants 

(p = .04). Finally, White participants did not statistically differ from participants in the other 

ethnicity category (p = .06). 
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  Self-referent knowledge MSL frequency was not significantly associated with age, r = -

.05, p = .32, socio-economic status, r = -.03, p = .60. Self-referent knowledge MSL did not vary 

by participants’ gender, t(332) = 1.84, p = .07. The frequency of self-referent knowledge MSL 

varied by participants’ ethnicity, F(2,331) = 4.51, p = .01. White participants used self-referent 

knowledge MSL (M = 3.33, SD = 2.63) more frequently than Asian participants (M = 2.18, SD = 

2.78; p = .004). None of the other follow-up comparisons were significant (p > .16). 

  Other-referent knowledge MSL frequency was not associated with age, r = .08, p = .15, 

or socio-economic status, r = -.04, p = .46. Other-referent knowledge MSL did not vary by 

participants’ gender, t(332) = 0.03, p = .98. The frequency of other-referent knowledge MSL 

varied by participants’ ethnicity, F(2,331) = 4.70, p = .01. Asian participants (M = 0.20, SD = 

0.34) used less other-referent knowledge MSL compared to White participants (M = 0.52, SD = 

0.81) or participants in the other ethnicity category (M = 0.47, SD = 0.82, p = .04). There were 

no differences in frequency of other-referent knowledge MSL between White participants or 

participants in the other ethnicity category (p = .59).  

  Modulation of assertion MSL frequency was not associated with age, r = .02, p = .72 or 

socio-economic status, r = -.10, p = .08. Modulation of assertion MSL frequency did not vary by 

participants’ gender, t(332) = 0.91, p = .37. The frequency of modulation of assertion MSL 

varied by participants’ ethnicity, F(2,331) = 48.08, p < .001. Asian participants (M = 2.01, SD = 

1.95) used modulation of assertion MSL less frequently than White participants (M = 3.35, SD = 

2.42; p < .001) and participants in the other ethnicity category (M = 3.40, SD = 2.94; p = .001). 

There were no differences in frequency of other-referent knowledge MSL between White 

participants or participants in the other ethnicity category (p = .88).   
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Participant ratings of partner likeability were not associated with the participant age, r = -

.06, p = .26, or socio-economic status, r = .01, p = .91. Women (M = 54.53, SD = 9.41) rated 

their partner as more likeable than men (M = 51.64, SD = 8.44), t(329) = 2.52, p = .01.  

Participant ratings of partner likeability did not vary by participant ethnicity, F(2, 328) = 0.63, p 

= .53. 

Zero-Order Relation Among Study Variables 

The relations among all study variables are presented in Table 13. Greater RMET 

accuracy was significantly associated with higher MRM ratings, higher cognitive sensitivity 

scores, higher CSRS clarity of communication scores, as well as more frequent self-referent 

knowledge MSL, other-referent knowledge MSL, and modulation of assertion MSL. Higher 

MRM ratings were significantly associated with higher cognitive sensitivity scores, higher CSRS 

clarity of communication scores, higher CSRS social engagement scores, higher participant 

ratings of partner likeability as well as more frequent self-referent knowledge MSL, other-

referent knowledge MSL, and modulation of assertion MSL. Higher cognitive sensitivity scores 

were significantly associated with higher CSRS communicative clarity scores, higher CSRS 

social engagement scores, higher participant ratings of partner likeability, as well as more 

frequent self-referent knowledge MSL, other-referent knowledge MSL, and modulation of 

assertion MSL. Higher CSRS clarity of communication scores were significantly associated with 

higher CSRS social engagement scores as well as more frequent self-referent knowledge MSL, 

other-referent knowledge MSL, and modulation of assertion MSL. Higher CSRS social 

engagement scores were associated with significantly more frequent self-referent knowledge 

MSL, other-referent knowledge MSL, and modulation of assertion MSL as well as higher 

participant ratings of partner likeability. More frequent self-referent knowledge MSL was 
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significantly associated with more frequent other-referent knowledge MSL and modulation of 

assertion MSL. Finally, more frequent other-referent knowledge MSL was significant associated 

with more frequent modulations of assertion. 
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Table 13  

Zero-Order Relations Among Study Variables 

  RMET MRM 
Cognitive 

Sensitivity 

CSRS: 

Factor 1 

CSRS: 

Factor 2 

Self-

Referent 

Knowledge 

MSL 

Other-

Referent 

Knowledge 

MSL 

Modulation 

of Assertion 

MRM .24*** — — — — — — — 

Cognitive Sensitivity .31*** .23*** — — — — — — 

CSRS: Factor 1 .19*** .15** .53*** — — — — — 

CSRS: Factor 2 .03 .18** .12* .20*** — — — — 

Self-Referent Knowledge MSL .21*** .12* .42*** .37*** .13* — — — 

Other-Referent Knowledge MSL .15** .15** .27*** .26*** .14* .26*** — — 

Modulations of Assertion .26*** .19** .52*** .36*** .13* .39*** .35*** — 

Reysen Likeability Scale .01 .15** .15** .04 .21*** .06 .08 .07 

Note. RMET = Reading the Mind in the Eyes Task. MRM = Mind-Reading Motivation Scale. CSRS = Conversational Skills Rating 

Scale. MSL = Mental State Language. Factor 1 = Clarity of Communication. Factor 2 = Social Engagement.  

***p < .001, **p < .01, *p < .05
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Hypothesis 1: RMET and MRM Predicting Partner-Reported Likeability 

 The APIMoM involves only measured variables with all paths constrained. As a result, 

the model is fully saturated, and no measures of fit can be computed. However, because SEM is 

being used to calculate regression equations with correlated error terms, fit statistics are not 

necessary (Kenny, 2017). The interaction between RMET accuracy and MRM scores did not 

predict partner ratings of participant likeability, b = .02, SE = .05, p = .76, or participant ratings 

of partner likeability, b = .05, SE = .06, p = .45. As a result, I re-ran the model with the 

interaction term omitted to interpret the main effects of RMET accuracy and MRM scores.  

  Participant RMET accuracy was not a significant predictor of partner ratings of 

participant likeability, b = .09, SE = .06, p = .13 or participant ratings of partner likeability, b = -

.03, SE = .05, p = .57. Participant MRM scores were not significantly associated with partner 

ratings of participant likeability, b = .11, SE = .07, p = .08. Unexpectedly, higher participant 

MRM scores were significantly associated with higher participant ratings of partner likeability, b 

= .15, SE = .06, p = .01.  

Hypotheses 2 and 3: Conversational Skills 

  Clarity of Communication. The APIMeMoM with the CSRS clarity of communication 

factor as the mediator variable showed evidence of adequate model fit, adjusted χ²(46) = 79.88, p 

= .001, RMSEA = .07, TLI = .84, CFI = .91. See Table 14 for the results of all individual actor 

and partner effects. The interaction between RMET and MRM was not a significant predictor of 

any of the outcome variables, and all indices of moderated mediation were not significant, b < 

|.03|, p > .20. Thus, I re-ran the model with the interaction term omitted in order to interpret the 

main effects of RMET and MRM. 
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Table 14  

Actor-Partner Interdependence Moderated Mediation Model for Indistinguishable Dyads with CSRS Clarity of Communication as a 

Mediator 

  

Paths aa1, aa2, aa3 Paths ap1, ap2, ap3 Paths ba1, c’1a, c’2a, c’3a Paths bp1, c’p1, c’p2, c’p3 

(Outcome: Participants' CSRS 

Clarity of Communication) 

(Outcome: Partners' CSRS 

Clarity of Communication) 

(Outcome: Participants' Rating 

of Partners' Likeability) 

(Outcome: Partners' Rating of 

Participants' Likeability) 

Predictor b SE p b SE p b SE p b SE p 

RMET .07 .03 .01 -.03 .03 .31 -.01 .05 .89 .06 .06 .31 

MRM .05 .03 .05 .00 .03 .95 .16 .06 .01 .09 .07 .18 

RMET x MRM -.01 .02 .65 -.03 .02 .20 .03 .05 .60 .05 .06 .39 

CSRS: Clarity of 

Communication 
— — — — — — -.06 .18 .73 .47 .24 .05 

Note. Predictor scores are participants’ scores on each measure. RMET = Reading the Mind in the Eyes task. MRM = Mind-Reading 

Motivation. CSRS = Conversational Skills Rating Scale. Paths are depicted in Figure 3. 
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The revised model without the interaction term showed evidence of adequate model fit 

χ²(38) = 67.62, p = .002, RMSEA = .07, TLI = .86, CFI = .92. The results of the path analyses 

can be found in Table 15. As presented in column 1, greater participant accuracy on the RMET 

was significantly associated with higher participant clarity of communication scores. The 

association between participant MRM and participant clarity of communication scores was not 

statistically significant. As presented in column 2, neither participants’ performance on the 

RMET nor participants’ score on the MRM were significantly associated with their partners’ 

clarity of communication. As presented in column 3, neither participant RMET accuracy nor 

participant clarity of communication was significantly associated with participant rating of 

partner likeability. However, participants who scored higher on the MRM rated their partners as 

significantly more likeable. As depicted in column 4, participant RMET accuracy, participant 

MRM scores, and participant clarity of communication were not associated with partner ratings 

of participant likeability. None of the indirect effects were statistically significant, b < |.03|, p > 

.09. 
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Table 15  

Actor-Partner Interdependence Mediation Model for Indistinguishable Dyads with CSRS Clarity of Communication as a Mediator 

  
Paths aa1, aa2 Paths ap1, ap2 Paths ba1, c’1a, c’2a Paths bp1, c’p1, c’p2 

(Outcome: Participants' CSRS 
Clarity of Communication) 

(Outcome: Partners' CSRS 
Clarity of Communication) 

(Outcome: Participants' Rating 
of Partners' Likeability) 

(Outcome: Partners' Rating of 
Participants' Likeability) 

Predictor b SE p b SE p b SE p b SE p 

RMET .17 .03 .01 -.03 .03 .34 -.01 .05 .83 .05 .06 .37 

MRM .14 .03 .04 .00 .03 .96 .16 .06 .01 .09 .07 .21 

CSRS: Clarity of 
Communication — — — — — — -.07 .18 .69 .46 .23 .05 

Note. Predictor scores are participants’ scores on each measure. RMET = Reading the Mind in the Eyes task. MRM = Mind-Reading 

Motivation. CSRS = Conversational Skills Rating Scale. Paths are depicted in Figure 3.  
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Social Engagement. The APIMeMoM with the CSRS social engagement factor as the 

mediator variable showed evidence of adequate model fit, adjusted χ²(63) = 98.57, p = .003, 

RMSEA = .06, TLI = .88, CFI = .93. See Table 16 for the results of all individual actor and 

partner effects. The interaction between RMET and MRM was not a significant predictor of any 

of the outcome variables, and all indices of moderated mediation were not significant, b < |.04|, p 

> .43. Thus, I re-ran the model with the interaction term omitted for interpretation. 

The revised model without the interaction term showed evidence of adequate model fit 

χ²(53) = 86.97, p = .002, RMSEA = .06, TLI = .89, CFI = .93. See Table 17 for the results of all 

individual actor and partner effects. As presented in column 1, higher participant MRM scores 

were significantly associated with higher participant social engagement scores. There was no 

significant association between participant RMET accuracy and participant social engagement. 

Further, as presented in column 2, neither participant RMET accuracy nor participant MRM 

scores were significantly associated with partners’ social engagement. As depicted in column 3, 

participant RMET accuracy, participant MRM scores, and participant social engagement were 

not associated with participant ratings of partner likeability. As presented in column 4, 

participant RMET accuracy, participant MRM scores, and participant social engagement were 

not associated with partner ratings of participant likeability. None of the indirect effects of were 

statistically significant, b < |.02|, p > .56.
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Table 16  

Actor-Partner Interdependence Moderated Mediation Model for Indistinguishable Dyads with CSRS Social Engagement as a 

Mediator 

  
Paths aa1, aa2, aa3 Paths ap1, ap2, ap3 Paths ba1, c’1a, c’2a, c’3a Paths bp1, c’p1, c’p2, c’p3 

(Outcome: Participants' CSRS 
Social Engagement) 

(Outcome: Partners' CSRS 
Social Engagement) 

(Outcome: Participants' Rating 
of Partners' Likeability) 

(Outcome: Partners' Rating of 
Participants' Likeability) 

Predictor b SE p b SE p b SE p b SE p 

RMET .00 .03 .99 -.04 .03 .23 -.01 .05 .83 .10 .06 .08 

MRM .09 .04 .02 .02 .03 .54 .13 .07 .05 .07 .08 .33 

RMET x MRM .03 .04 .43 .03 .04 .44 .00 .06 .97 .10 .08 .22 

CSRS: Social 
Engagement — — — — — — .24 .62 .70 .39 .57 .50 

Note. Predictor scores are participants’ scores on each measure. RMET = Reading the Mind in the Eyes task. MRM = Mind-Reading 

Motivation. CSRS = Conversational Skills Rating Scale. Paths are depicted in Figure 3.  
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Table 17  

Actor-Partner Interdependence Mediation Model for Indistinguishable Dyads with CSRS Social Engagement as a Mediator 

  
Paths aa1, aa2 Paths ap1, ap2 Paths ba1, c’1a, c’2a Paths bp1, c’p1, c’p2 

(Outcome: Participants' CSRS 
Social Engagement) 

(Outcome: Partners' CSRS 
Social Engagement) 

(Outcome: Participants' Rating 
of Partners' Likeability) 

(Outcome: Partners' Rating of 
Participants' Likeability) 

Predictor b SE p b SE p b SE p b SE p 

RMET .00 .03 .90 -.04 .04 .22 -.01 .05 .85 .10 .06 .09 

MRM .08 .04 .02 .01 .03 .61 .13 .07 .07 .08 .08 .29 

CSRS: Social 
Engagement — — — — — — .25 .78 .75 .37 .74 .62 

Note. Predictor scores are participants’ scores on each measure. RMET = Reading the Mind in the Eyes task. MRM = Mind-Reading 

Motivation. CSRS = Conversational Skills Rating Scale. Paths are depicted in Figure 3.  
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Hypothesis 4: Cognitive Sensitivity  

 The APIMeMoM with cognitive sensitivity as the mediator variable was fully saturated. 

See Table 18 for the results of all individual actor and partner effects. The interaction between 

RMET and MRM was not a significant predictor of any of the outcome variables, and all indices 

of moderated mediation were not significant, b < .08, p > .06. Thus, I re-ran the model with the 

interaction term omitted for interpretation.  

Again, the revised model was fully saturated. The results of the path analyses can be 

found in Table 19. As presented in column 1, greater participant accuracy on the RMET and 

higher participant scores on the MRM were significantly associated with higher participant 

cognitive sensitivity scores. As presented in column 2, neither participants accuracy on the 

RMET nor participant scores on the MRM were significantly associated with their partners’ 

cognitive sensitivity score. Column 3 indicates that participant accuracy on the RMET was not 

significantly associated with participant ratings of partner likeability. Unexpectedly, higher 

participant scores on the MRM were significantly associated with higher participant ratings of 

partner likeability. Participant cognitive sensitivity scores were not associated with participant 

ratings of partner likeability. Finally, as presented in column 4, neither participant performance 

on the RMET nor their scores on the MRM were significantly associated with partner rating of 

participant likeability. However, higher participant cognitive sensitivity scores were significantly 

associated with higher partner ratings of participant likeability. 
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Table 18  

Actor-Partner Interdependence Moderated Mediation Model for Indistinguishable Dyads with Cognitive Sensitivity as a Mediator 

  
Paths aa1, aa2, aa3 Paths ap1, ap2, ap3 Paths ba, c’1a, c’2a, c’3a Paths bp, c’p1, c’p2, c’p3 

(Outcome: Participants' 
Cognitive Sensitivity) 

(Outcome: Partners' Cognitive 
Sensitivity) 

(Outcome: Participants' Rating 
of Partners' Likeability) 

(Outcome: Partners' Rating of 
Participants' Likeability) 

Predictor b SE p b SE p b SE p b SE p 

RMET .27 .05 < .001 .02 .05 .76 -.06 .05 .26 .03 .05 .57 

MRM .16 .05  .001 .00 .06 .99 .14 .06 .03 .08 .07 .22 

RMET x 
MRM -.05 .05 .39 .08 .04 .06 .00 .06 .97 .05 .06 .39 

Cognitive 
Sensitivity — — — — — — .11 .06 .08 .22 .06 < .001 

Note. Predictor scores are participants’ scores on each measure. RMET = Reading the Mind in the Eyes task. MRM = Mind-Reading 

Motivation. Paths are depicted in Figure 3.  
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Table 19  

Actor-Partner Interdependence Mediation Model for Indistinguishable Dyads with Cognitive Sensitivity as a Mediator 

  
Paths aa1, aa2 Paths ap1, ap2 Paths ba, c’1a, c’2a Paths bp, c’p1, c’p2 

(Outcome: Participants' 
Cognitive Sensitivity) 

(Outcome: Partners' Cognitive 
Sensitivity) 

(Outcome: Participants' Rating 
of Partners' Likeability) 

(Outcome: Partners' Rating of 
Participants' Likeability) 

Predictor b SE p b SE p b SE p b SE p 

RMET .27 .05 < .001 .01 .05 .84 -.06 .05 .23 .03 .05 .60 

MRM .17 .05 < .001 -.01 .06 .83 .14 .06 .03 .08 .07 .24 

Cognitive 
Sensitivity — — — — — — .11 .06 .05 .22 .06 < .001 

Note. Predictor scores are participants’ scores on each measure. RMET = Reading the Mind in the Eyes task. MRM = Mind-Reading 

Motivation. Paths are depicted in Figure 3.  
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 Consistent with hypotheses, the indirect effect of participant RMET accuracy on partner 

ratings of participant likeability through participant cognitive sensitivity scores was significant (b 

= .06, SE = .02, p = .006, aa1bp in Figure 3). Similarly, the indirect effect of MRM scores on 

partner ratings of participant likeability through participant cognitive sensitivity scores was 

significant (b = .04, SE = .02, p = .03, aa2bp in Figure 3). In other words, greater accuracy on the 

RMET and higher MRM scores were independently and significantly associated with higher 

cognitive sensitivity scores, which were in turn significantly associated with higher partner 

ratings of participant likeability. None of the other possible indirect effects were statistically 

significant (b < .03, p > .08).  

Hypotheses 5 and 6: Mental State Language 

Knowledge. The APIMeMoM with frequency of self- and other-referent knowledge 

mental state terms as mediator variables was fully saturated. The results of the path analyses can 

be found in Table 20 and Table 21. The interaction between RMET and MRM was not a 

significant predictor of any of the outcome variables, and all indices of moderated mediation 

were not significant, b < |.07|, p > .11. Thus, I re-ran the model with the interaction term omitted 

for interpretation. 
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Table 20  

Actor-Partner Interdependence Moderated Mediation Model for Indistinguishable Dyads with Frequency of Self-Referent Knowledge 

Mental State Terms as Mediator 

  
Paths aa1, aa2, aa3 Paths ap1, ap2, ap3 Paths ba1, c’a1, c’a2, c’a3 Paths bp1, c’p1, c’p2, c’p3 

(Outcome: Participants' Self-
Referent Knowledge MSL) 

(Outcome: Partners' Self-
Referent Knowledge MSL) 

(Outcome: Participants' Rating 
of Partners' Likeability) 

(Outcome: Partners' Rating of 
Participants' Likeability) 

Predictor b SE p b SE p b SE p b SE p 

RMET .19 .06 .002 -.09 .06 .15 -.04 .05 .46 .09 .06 .11 

MRM .06 .06 .32 .09 .05 .07 .15 .06 .01 .11 .07 .11 

RMET x MRM -.05 .06 .46 -.06 .06 .28 .02 .06 .71 .05 .06 .39 

Knowledge MSL: 
Self-Referent — — — — — — .04 .05 .43 .01 .07 .91 

Note. Predictor scores are participants’ scores on each measure. RMET = Reading the Mind in the Eyes task. MRM = Mind-Reading 

Motivation. MSL = Mental State Language. Paths are depicted in Figure 4.  
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Table 21  

Actor-Partner Interdependence Moderated Mediation Model for Indistinguishable Dyads with Frequency of Other-Referent 

Knowledge Mental State Terms as Mediator 

  
Paths aa4, aa5, aa6 Paths ap4, ap5, ap6 Paths ba2 Paths bp2 

(Outcome: Participants' Other-
Referent Knowledge MSL) 

(Outcome: Partners' Other-
Referent Knowledge MSL) 

(Outcome: Participants' Rating 
of Partners' Likeability) 

(Outcome: Partners' Rating of 
Participants' Likeability) 

Predictor b SE p b SE p b SE p b SE p 

RMET .11 .04 .01 .07 .05 .14 — — — — — — 

MRM .13 .05 .01 .01 .06 .86 — — — — — — 

RMET x MRM .01 .04 .77 -.07 .04 .11 — — — — — — 

Knowledge MSL: 
Other-Referent — — — — — — .05 .06 .40 .03 .06 .62 

Note. Predictor scores are participants’ scores on each measure. RMET = Reading the Mind in the Eyes task. MRM = Mind-Reading 

Motivation. MSL = Mental State Language. Paths are depicted in Figure 4. c’ paths are depicted in Table 20.  
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 Again, the revised model was fully saturated. The results of the path analyses with 

frequency of MSL that referred to one’s own knowledge (i.e., self-referent knowledge MSL) as 

the mediator can be found in Table 22. As presented in the first column, greater participant 

RMET accuracy was significantly associated with more frequent participant self-referent 

knowledge MSL. There was no significant association between participant MRM scores and 

frequency of participant self-referent knowledge MSL. As presented in column 2, neither 

participant RMET accuracy nor participant MRM scores were significantly associated with 

partner self-referent knowledge MSL. As presented in column 3, higher participant MRM was 

significantly associated with higher participant ratings of partner likeability. Neither RMET 

accuracy nor participant self-referent knowledge MSL were significantly associated with 

participant ratings of partner likeability. As presented in column 4, RMET accuracy, MRM 

scores, and self-referent knowledge MSL were not significantly associated with partner ratings 

of participant likeability.  

The results of the path analyses with frequency of MSL that referred to one’s partner’s 

knowledge (i.e., other-referent knowledge MSL) as the mediator can be found in Table 23. As 

presented in the first column, greater participant RMET accuracy and higher participant MRM 

scores were significantly associated more frequent participant other-referent knowledge MSL. 

As presented in column 2, neither participant RMET nor participant MRM were significantly 

associated with frequency of partners’ other-referent knowledge MSL. As presented in columns 

3 and 4, frequency of participants’ other-referent knowledge MSL was not significantly 

associated with participant ratings of partner likeability or partner ratings of participant 

likeability. None of the indirect effects were statistically significant, b < |.01|, p > .46.
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Table 22  

Actor-Partner Interdependence Mediation Model for Indistinguishable Dyads with Frequency of Self-Referent Knowledge Mental 

State Terms as Mediator 

  
Paths aa1, aa2 Paths ap1, ap2 Paths ba1, c’a1, c’a2 Paths bp1, c’p1, c’p2 

(Outcome: Participants' Self-
Referent Knowledge MSL) 

(Outcome: Partners' Self-
Referent Knowledge MSL) 

(Outcome: Participants' Rating 
of Partners' Likeability) 

(Outcome: Partners' Rating of 
Participants' Likeability) 

Predictor b SE p b SE p b SE p b SE p 

RMET .19 .06 .001 -.08 .06 .19 -.04 .05 .42 .08 .06 .14 

MRM .07 .06 .27 .10 .05 .05 .15 .06 .016 .10 .07 .12 

Knowledge MSL: 
Self-Referent 

— — — — — — .04 .05 .48 .00 .07 .96 

Note. Predictor scores are participants’ scores on each measure. RMET = Reading the Mind in the Eyes task. MRM = Mind-Reading 

Motivation. MSL = Mental State Language. Paths are depicted in Figure 4.  
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Table 23  

Actor-Partner Interdependence Mediation Model for Indistinguishable Dyads with Frequency of Other-Referent Knowledge Mental 

State Terms as Mediator 

  
Paths aa4, aa5 Paths ap4, ap5 Paths ba2 Paths bp2 

(Outcome: Participants' Other-
Referent Knowledge MSL) 

(Outcome: Partners' Other-
Referent Knowledge MSL) 

(Outcome: Participants' Rating 
of Partners' Likeability) 

(Outcome: Partners' Rating of 
Participants' Likeability) 

Predictor b SE p b SE p b SE p b SE p 

RMET .11 .04 .01 .08 .05 .11 — — — — — — 

MRM .12 .05 .01 .02 .06 .72 — — — — — — 

Knowledge MSL: 
Other-Referent 

— — — — — — .04 .06 .43 .03 .06 .61 

Note. Predictor scores are participants’ scores on each measure. RMET = Reading the Mind in the Eyes task. MRM = Mind-Reading 

Motivation. MSL = Mental State Language. Paths are depicted in Figure 4. c’ paths are depicted in Table 22.  
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 Modulations of Assertion. The APIMeMoM with frequency of modulation of assertion 

MSL as mediator variables was fully saturated. The results of the path analyses for can be found 

in Table 24. The interaction between RMET and MRM was not a significant predictor of any of 

the outcome variables, and all indices of moderated mediation were not significant, b < |.05|, p > 

.17. Thus, I re-ran the model with the interaction term omitted for interpretation.  

 Again, the revised model was fully saturated. The results of the path analyses can be 

found in Table 25. As presented in column 1, greater participant RMET accuracy and higher 

participant MRM scores were significantly associated with more frequent modulation of 

assertion MSL. As presented in column 2, neither participant RMET accuracy nor participant 

MRM scores were significantly associated with frequency of partner modulation of assertion 

MSL. As presented in column 3, participant RMET accuracy, participant MRM scores, and 

participant modulation of assertion MSL were not associated with participant ratings of partner 

likeability. As presented in column 4, participant RMET accuracy, participant MRM scores, and 

frequency of participant modulation of assertion MSL were not significant associated with 

partner ratings of participant likeability. None of the indirect effects of were statistically 

significant, b < |.01|, p > .18.
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Table 24  

Actor-Partner Interdependence Moderated Mediation Model for Indistinguishable Dyads with Frequency of Modulation of Assertion 

Mental State Language Terms as Mediator 

  

Paths aa1, aa2, aa3 Paths ap1, ap2, ap3 Paths ba1, c’a1, c’a2, c’a3 Paths bp1, c’p1, c’p2, c’p3 

(Outcome: Participant MoA 

MSL) 
(Outcome: Partner MoA MSL) 

(Outcome: Participants' Rating 

of Partners' Likeability) 

(Outcome: Partners' Rating of 

Participants' Likeability) 

Predictor b SE p b SE p b SE p b SE p 

RMET .22 .05 < .001 -.02 .05 .70 -.03 .05 .49 .07 .06 .21 

MRM .12 .05 .023 .04 .05 .43 .15 .06 .02 .11 .07 .12 

RMET x MRM -.03 .05 .57 -.05 .04 .17 .02 .05 .67 .05 .06 .40 

MoA MSL — — — — — — .05 .06 .36 .10 .06 .11 

Note. Predictor scores are participants’ scores on each measure. RMET = Reading the Mind in the Eyes task. MRM = Mind-Reading 

Motivation. MSL = Mental State Language. MoA = Modulation of Assertion. Paths are depicted in Figure 3. 
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Table 25  

Actor-Partner Interdependence Mediation Model for Indistinguishable Dyads with Frequency of Modulation of Assertion Mental State 

Language Terms as Mediator 

  

Paths aa1, aa2 Paths ap1, ap2 Paths ba1, c’a1, c’a2 Paths bp1, c’p1, c’p2 

(Outcome: Participant MoA 

MSL) 
(Outcome: Partner MoA MSL) 

(Outcome: Participants' Rating 

of Partners' Likeability) 

(Outcome: Partners' Rating of 

Participants' Likeability) 

Predictor b SE p b SE p b SE p b SE p 

RMET .23 .05 < .001 -.01 .05 .78 -.04 .05 .45 .06 .06 .25 

MRM .13 .05 .016 .05 .05 .34 .14 .06 .02 .10 .07 .14 

MoA MSL — — — — — — .05 .06 .41 .09 .06 .12 

Note. Predictor scores are participants’ scores on each measure. RMET = Reading the Mind in the Eyes task. MRM = Mind-Reading 

Motivation. MSL = Mental State Language. MoA = Modulation of Assertion. Paths are depicted in Figure 3.
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Chapter 5 

Discussion 

The overarching goal of the current dissertation was to examine whether individual 

differences in theory-of-mind decoding skill, motivation to use this skill, and their interaction 

manifested in social behaviours that, in turn, predicted partner ratings of participant likeability in 

previously unacquainted dyads. Contrary to hypotheses, the interaction between theory of mind 

decoding and motivation to use one’s theory of mind did not predict any of the social behaviours, 

nor did it predict partner ratings of participant likeability. However, individual differences in 

both theory-of-mind skill and motivation to use this skill were significantly and independently 

associated with a number of behaviours in the social interaction task. In addition, one social 

behaviour, cognitive sensitivity, significantly mediated the relations between theory-of-mind 

decoding skill and motivation to partner ratings of participant likeability.  

In general, then, the results of the current study failed to support the longstanding theory 

that ability and motivation interact to predict performance. One possible explanation for this null 

finding may be that relational success does not conform to the same model. Indeed, early 

theorists that endorsed this interaction model examined it primarily in the context of cognitive 

and academic performance (e.g., French, 1958; Jones, Rock, Shaver, Goethals, & Ward, 1968). 

Alternatively, it is also possible that theory-of-mind skill and motivation to use this skill may 

only interact when one or both of these variables is close to zero (Locke, Mento, & Katcher, 

1978). In the current context, then, theory-of-mind decoding skill may only fair to predict social 

behaviours when one has very little or no motivation to use this skill in the real world. In the 

current data, however, I did not see very low levels of motivation to use one’s theory of mind. 

Although the possible range of scores on the MRM was 13 to 91, all participants in the current 
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study scored between 39 and 90, and 95% of participants scored within the 50 to 85 range. 

Therefore, future research would be needed, perhaps including participants with clinical 

conditions that would be expected to interfere with motivation to use theory of mind, to ensure 

the inclusion of participants at the lower extremes of the distribution of MRM to more 

appropriately test a moderation model. Finally, researchers have speculated that interactions, 

particularly those between individual difference variables, may require a much larger sample size 

than traditional power analyses suggest (Gelman, 2018). Therefore, it is also possible that I was 

underpowered to detect an interaction in the current study, and a replication study with a larger 

sample size may detect a significant interaction.  

The discussion below addresses potential interpretations and implications that follow 

from each of the paths in the hypothesized model presented in Figure 1. 

Hypothesis 1: RMET and MRM Predicting Partner Ratings of Participant Likeability 

 Neither theory-of-mind decoding accuracy nor motivation to use theory of mind were 

significant predictors of partner ratings of participant likeability. There are a number of possible 

reasons for these unexpected null findings. For example, it is possible that likeability was more 

closely related to task-relevant individual factors (e.g., Lego skills) and dyadic factors (e.g., 

similarity between participants Lego skills) than abstract social cognitive skills or motivation to 

use this skill. Further, theory of mind may only be associated with partner ratings of participant 

likeability when considered in the context of social behaviour. As discussed in the introduction, 

theory of mind is a process that occurs privately in our minds. Thus, this skill, or whether you 

believe you are motivated to use this skill, may only translate to relational success when it 

manifests in actual behaviours that partners can detect. Indeed, I found support for this assertion; 

the indirect effects of both theory-of-mind skill and motivation to partner ratings of participant 
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likeability through one social behaviour, cognitive sensitivity, were significant. As such, when 

individual differences in theory of mind manifest in a relevant social behaviour, they are indeed 

predictors of relational success.  

  Finally, although not part of the hypothesized model, higher self-reported motivation to 

use theory of mind, but not theory-of-mind skill, was significantly associated with higher 

participant ratings of partner likeability. In other words, individuals who reported that they were 

more likely to take others’ perspectives liked their partner more than individuals who reported 

that they were less likely to take others’ perspective. By definition, MRM involves engaging in 

particular behaviours when interacting with others (e.g., listening to others’ opinions, 

perspectives, and thoughts). Engaging in these behaviours may lead the participant to recognize 

similarities between themselves and their partner, or enhance feelings of empathy, both of which 

are associated with higher levels of likeability (Adams, 1983; Fehr, 2008). Future research 

focused on determining the factors leading to participants rating of partner likeability may wish 

to explore these factors as possible mediators.  

  In sum, theory-of-mind skill, motivation to use this skill, and their interaction did not 

predict partner ratings of participant likeability after an initial encounter of previously 

unacquainted dyads during a cooperative building task (Figure 1 paths c1, c2, and c3, 

respectively). However, as discussed in the subsequent sections, theory-of-mind skill and 

motivation to use this skill were independent predictors of a number of social behaviours during 

this initial interaction (Figure 1 paths a1 and a2, respectively).  

Hypotheses 2 and 3: Conversational Skills 

  I constructed my hypotheses based on the CSRS factor structure that has been described 

in the literature (i.e., a four-factor solution: attentiveness, coordination, composure, and 
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expressiveness); however, the results of the factor analysis in the current sample revealed a two-

factor solution: clarity of communication and social engagement. The clarity of communication 

factor contained items that reflected unambiguous verbal (e.g., articulation or volume) and non-

verbal (i.e., gestures) communication. The social engagement factor contained items that 

reflected verbal (e.g., voicing one’s opinion or making a joke) or non-verbal (e.g., smiling or 

social referencing) behaviours that facilitated rapport and encouraged discourse between 

participants. Notably, these factors were almost entirely non-overlapping with the previous four-

factor solution. Indeed, when comparing the two factor structures, clarity of communication 

contained three expressiveness items (i.e., vocal variety, articulation, gestures), one coordination 

item (i.e., speaking rate), and one composure item (i.e., volume). Social engagement contained 

three expressiveness items (i.e., humor, smiling, social referencing), two attentiveness items (i.e., 

speaking of self, opinions), and one coordination item (i.e., maintenance of topics). This 

discrepancy, however, was not surprising, given that the conversation in the current study was 

embedded within a building task, which was quite different from the unstructured conversation 

that has been used in most prior studies. 

 In the model with the clarity of communication as the mediator variable, I found that 

theory-of-mind decoding skill, but not motivation to use this skill, was a significant predictor. 

This finding is in line with two previous studies in clinical populations, which have found that 

better performance on the RMET is significantly associated with better social communication 

among adolescents with autism spectrum disorder (Jones et al., 2018) and attention-

deficit/hyperactivity disorder (Ayaz et al., 2013). Theoretically, being able to accurately identify 

others’ mental states allows an individual to detect when their communication is not clear. For 

example, if you are explaining your thought process and you identify that your partner is 
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confused, you can rephrase your explanation to improve your partner’s understanding. Future 

experimental studies may benefit from training theory of mind decoding performance to examine 

whether this manipulation improves clarity of communication. If so, theory of mind decoding 

training may be important for individuals whose professions may rely on effectively 

communicating with others (e.g., lawyers, teachers), individuals who may be having difficulties 

with interpersonal communication (e.g., individuals experiencing marital discord), or populations 

characterized by social communication difficulties (e.g., individuals with autism spectrum 

disorder).  

  In the model with social engagement as the mediator variable, in direct contrast, 

motivation to use one’s theory of mind, but not theory-of-mind decoding skill, was a significant 

predictor. That is, people who self-report that they are motivated to understand others’ mental 

states do, indeed, engage in behaviours, such as generating or maintaining conversations or 

gazing towards their partners face, which may be designed to elicit information about others’ 

mental states. In contrast, being able to accurately identify others’ mental states does not predict 

these behaviours. This null finding is not surprising, given that individuals who are able to 

accurately infer others’ mental states may not seek out additional information in order to make 

these inferences, and instead, may simply rely on the information that is readily available.  

In sum, theory-of-mind decoding accuracy uniquely predicted clarity of communication, 

whereas motivation to use one’s theory of mind uniquely predicted social engagement. These 

findings are particularly interesting for two reasons. First, more generally, this pattern of findings 

suggests that theory-of-mind accuracy and motivation to use one’s theory of mind are two 

distinct constructs that have divergent predictive validity. Second, more specifically, this 

dissociation may highlight why individuals struggle with some aspects of social communication 
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and not others. People whose primary difficulty is the ability to accurately decode others mental 

states may struggle specifically with clearly articulating their thoughts. In contrast, people who 

are not motivated to consider others’ mental states may struggle to engage others’ in a social 

interaction in general. Consequently, individuals who have difficulties with these different 

aspects of conversational skills may require distinctive, targeted interventions.  

Surprisingly, however, and in contrast with previous research that suggests that 

conversational skills are associated with relational success (e.g., Spitzberg & Hecht, 1984; 

Sutherland & Yoshida, 2015), neither clarity of communication nor social engagement were 

significantly associated with partner ratings of participant likeability. The effects were, however, 

in the expected direction, albeit with very small effect sizes (β = .19 and .15, respectively). 

Likeability, and first impressions in general, are broad concepts that are driven by a number of 

different factors, ranging from situational factors, such as the probability of future interaction, to 

individual factors, such as social skills, to dyadic factors, such as similarity between partners 

(Fehr, 2008). Although conversational skills may be generally helpful across most interaction, it 

is possible that task-relevant behaviours are stronger predictors of partner-reported likeability 

during a joint task. Indeed, I also assessed a category of social behaviours that did include task-

relevant behaviours: cognitive sensitivity, which assesses the level of attunement and 

responsiveness of an individual to his or her partner’s mental states during a joint task. 

Interestingly, this was the only behaviour that was significantly related to partner-ratings of 

participant likeability, perhaps due to its conceptual proximity to the task at hand. Possible 

interpretations and implications of this finding are discussed in the following section. 
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Hypothesis 4: Cognitive Sensitivity 

  Cognitive sensitivity was the only social behaviour to emerge as a significant mediator in 

the relations between theory-of-mind decoding skill and motivation to partner ratings of 

participant likeability. Specifically, both higher theory-of-mind decoding accuracy and higher 

motivation were independently associated with higher levels of cognitive sensitivity. Further, 

higher levels of cognitive sensitivity were associated with higher partner ratings of participant 

likeability.  

  The cognitive sensitivity findings are consistent with prior research that has found a 

positive association between children’s performance on theory-based theory of mind induction 

tasks and their cognitive sensitivity scores (Pauker, Perlman, Prime, & Jenkins, 2017; Prime, 

Pauker, Plamondon, Perlman, & Jenkins, 2014). The current study builds on this past research to 

suggest that theory of mind decoding is also an important predictor of cognitive sensitivity, and 

that this association extends beyond childhood into adulthood. An important next step will be to 

determine whether this association is causal. On the one hand, it is possible that strong theory-of-

mind skills cause individuals to demonstrate more cognitive sensitivity. For example, if you are 

able to accurately decode others mental states it may lead you to being more sensitive to them.  

On the other hand, it is also possible that cognitive sensitivity is a trait-like characteristics that 

leads to stronger theory-of-mind skills. For example, cognitive sensitivity involves building 

mutuality with another person and putting aside the demands of the task to focus on your 

partner’s needs. Individuals who engage in these behaviours may be in a better position to 

accurately decode their partners’ mental states compared to individuals who are more task 

oriented. Future studies may assess the causal nature of this relation using longitudinal or 

experimental designs.  
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 The current study is also the first to examine the role of motivation to use one’s theory of 

mind in cognitive sensitivity. I found that higher motivation to understand others’ mental states 

was independently associated with greater cognitive sensitivity. There are a number of possible 

explanations for this association. For example, items on the MRM scale assess whether the 

participant considers or values others’ perspectives (e.g., “I rarely find myself wondering what 

other people are thinking” and “If the way I define something works for me, I don’t need to 

know what other people think about it”; both items reverse coded). Participants who do consider 

and value the perspectives of others may spend more time focused on their partners’ knowledge 

and opinions during a task, rather than proceeding with what they believe is the correct course of 

action. This behaviour, being partner-focused rather than task-focused, is part of the definition of 

cognitive sensitivity. Likewise, the MRM scale assesses whether individuals attend to others, 

even when attending may not be directly relevant to a particular situation (e.g., “If someone’s 

actions do not relate to me directly, I generally do not concern myself with why they do what 

they do”, reverse coded). In the current study, individuals high on MRM may have been more 

likely to attend to the part of the task that their partner was completing, even when they are 

unable to be involved due to the rules of the task. Attending to the partner, even during times 

when it is not directly relevant to the participant, provides opportunities to demonstrate a number 

of cognitively sensitive behaviours, including helping one’s partner, reinforcing one’s partner, 

and promoting turn-taking. Importantly, all of these behaviours could be demonstrated regardless 

of whether the participant has accurate information about their partner’s mental states.  

  As hypothesized, higher cognitive sensitivity was significantly associated with higher 

partner ratings of participant likeability. The current study adds to the growing body of literature 

which suggests that cognitive sensitivity helps to foster interpersonal relationships (Browne et 
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al., 2016; Matta & Knudson-Martin, 2006; Prime, Perlman, Tackett, & Jenkins, 2014). To date, 

however, these studies have focused exclusively on parent-child relationships or relationships 

among children. My findings open the possibility that cognitive sensitivity may also be an 

important predictor of relational success in adult interpersonal relationships, particularly when 

working together on a joint task. Future research may examine whether cognitive sensitivity is 

associated with relational success in other adult relationships. For example, cognitive sensitivity 

may be relevant for workplace relationships, where colleagues are required to work together, or 

married couples, where couples must work together on small tasks (e.g., fixing a broken 

appliance) as well as larger tasks (e.g., parenting). If a significant relation is found across social 

relationship domains, cognitive sensitivity training be an important next step to enhance 

functioning in adult relationships.  

Hypotheses 5 and 6: Mental State Language  

  Knowledge. Consistent with hypotheses, higher motivation to use one’s theory of mind 

was associated with more frequent other-referent knowledge MSL. The vast majority of the 

other-referent knowledge MSL involved participants asking their partner about their knowledge 

(e.g., “What do you think?”), and thus, individuals who self-report that they are motivated to 

understand others’ mental states are, indeed, more likely to ask their partners more about their 

metal states during real-world social interactions. As discussed in the introduction, verbal cues 

are the most important source of information to facilitate decoding of others’ mental states (Gesn 

& Ickes, 1999; Hall & Schmid Mast, 2007). Thus, when an individual inquires about their 

partner’s mental states, they may be creating an opportunity for their partner to provide verbal 

cues that will allow them to make mental state inferences. 
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 More accurate theory-of-mind decoding skill was associated with higher use of both self- 

and other-referent knowledge MSL. This finding was unexpected. Nevertheless, I provide some 

speculations to guide future inquiry. The association between theory-of-mind decoding accuracy 

and self-referent knowledge MSL may be due to a common underlying ability to reflect on one’s 

own and other’s mental states. Indeed, researchers have theorized that the ability to reflect on 

one's own inner states may rely on the same cognitive and neural functions used for attributing 

thoughts to others (Happé, 2003). It is possible that individuals who are better able to identify 

others’ mental states, as assessed by the RMET, are also better able to identify their own mental 

states, and that this skill facilitates speaking more about their own mental states, as assessed by 

self-referent MSL. That is, if an individual knows what they are thinking, they may be more 

likely to talk about their thoughts.  

  Theory-of-mind decoding accuracy may be associated with other-referent knowledge 

MSL through a different mechanism. For example, previous researchers have suggested that 

other-referent knowledge MSL ties speaking turns together, and the purpose of these utterances 

is often to create a mutual knowledge (Holmes, 1986; Ostman, 1981). Both asking partners what 

they know (e.g., “What do you think?”) or if they agree (e.g., “Do you know what I mean?”) 

helps to ensure that the pair is ‘on the same page’ or has mutual knowledge. Therefore, 

individuals who can more accurately identify mental states of others may be better able to 

identify when there is a discrepancy in the pairs’ knowledge (e.g., when one person is confused), 

which may encourage them to use other-referent MSL to get back on the same page with their 

partner. These possible mechanisms are only speculative. Identifying the mechanisms underlying 

this association is beyond the scope of the current study and will require additional research.  
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 Contrary to hypotheses, neither self- nor other-referent knowledge MSL were significant 

predictors of partner ratings of participant likeability. I reasoned that self-referent MSL was a 

form of self-disclosure, and that other-referent MSL encouraged participants’ partners to self-

disclose, which has previously been associated with more favourable partner-reported first 

impressions (Chow, Ruhl, & Buhrmester, 2013; Clark et al., 2004; FeldermanHall, Dalgleish, 

Evans, & Mobbs, 2015; Huang, Yeomans, Brooks, Minson, & Gino, 2017; Sprecher, Treger, & 

Wondra, 2012). However, there are a number of possible mechanisms driving these associations 

that may be absent in the present study. For example, theorists have proposed that self-disclosure 

reduces uncertainty and allows prospective relationship partners to determine whether another 

person is similar or compatible with themselves (Derlega, Winstead, & Green, 2008). It is 

possible that self-disclosure about mental states are not intimate enough to reduce substantial 

uncertainty or evaluate others’ similarity and compatibility. Further, given that it was unlikely 

that participants would have future contact with their partners, it is possible that participants 

were not evaluating their partners as prospective relationship partners. Instead, likeability may 

have been driven by other factors, such as their performance on the task or their ability to work 

cooperatively. It is possible, however, that self- and other-referent knowledge MSL are 

associated with relational success in other contexts (e.g., when the participant is evaluating their 

partner as a prospective relationship partner), which could be explored in future studies.  

  Modulations of Assertion. More accurate theory-of-mind decoding skill and higher 

motivation to use this skill were each independently associated with more frequent modulation of 

assertion MSL. Although further study is needed to explain this pattern of results, I again provide 

speculations that may guide future study. Modulation of assertion MSL has been moderately to 

highly correlated with knowledge MSL in previous studies (e.g., r = .44 to .62; Taumoepeau & 
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Ruffman, 2006) and in the current study (r = .35 to .39). Indeed, the functions of modulation of 

assertion MSL in conversations is to express the certainty of one’s knowledge. As such, it is 

possible that modulations of assertion MSL also reflects an individual’s self-disclosure about 

their own knowledge (or lack of knowledge) and/or a desire to create mutual knowledge with 

their partner. In addition, modulations of assertions may also be an indirect inquiry into one’s 

partners mental states (e.g., if I express uncertainty then you might tell me what you know). If so, 

individuals who can more accurately identify their own or other’s mental states may be more 

likely to discuss these mental states or identify opportunities when it may be necessary to create 

mutual knowledge. In addition, individuals who can more accurately identify others’ mental 

states may have greater appreciation for the different perspectives that others may have. Thus, 

they may be more likely to express uncertainty in their statements because they are aware of the 

multitude of other perspectives that may exist.  

Limitations and Future Directions  

  The current results should be interpreted in light of the following limitations. First, the 

study sample comprised undergraduate volunteers from a suburban Canadian university and, 

thus, they are relatively homogenous in terms of age and ethnicity. Therefore, the results of the 

current study should not be generalized to other populations until the results are replicated with 

more diverse samples. Second, due to power constraints, I examined each of the social 

behaviours in a separate model. However, many of these social behaviours are correlated, and 

therefore it is not clear whether significant results reflect a unique influence of a particular social 

behaviour. Further, more complex structural equational models may better fit the data. For 

example, it is possible that greater accuracy to decode others mental states predicts greater clarity 

of communication, which then enables one to be more cognitively sensitivity, which in turns 
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predicts partner ratings of participant likeability. Future research is needed that examines the 

relative contribution of each social behaviour and investigates relations among these behaviours.  

  Third, although not the goal of the current study, I found differences in conversational 

skills and cognitive sensitivity depending on participants’ ethnicity and gender. Although it is 

possible that these findings reflect true group difference, this should be interpreted with 

significant caution.  It is noteworthy that the majority of research assistants who determined 

these scores were white females, which is consistent with the most prevalent demographic 

characteristics of undergraduate students in psychology at Queen’s University. Although all 

raters did undergo rigorous reliability training, raters may have been systematically biased to 

view individuals of their own ethnicity and gender as having better skills. Future research is 

needed with a more diverse rating teams to ensure these group differences do not reflect rater 

bias.  

  Fourth, some of the effect sizes in the current study are very small. Therefore, theory-of-

mind skill and motivation only account for a very small proportion of variance in some of the 

social behaviours. However, given the complex nature of human behaviour, it is unlikely that 

one particular variable would contribute to a large amount of variance. In other words, human 

behaviour is likely driven by a multitude of different variables, all of which contribute only a 

small proportion of the variance. Thus, in order to predict behaviour, we must identify a number 

of different variables that may account for variance, even if the effect size is small. Thus, I argue 

that even small effect sizes are meaningful in the current study.  

  Finally, I used a single measure of theory of mind decoding, the RMET. Although the 

RMET is the most popular measure of individual differences in theory of mind decoding, some 

authors have criticized it for not correlating with theory-based induction theory of mind tasks 
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(e.g., Oakley, Brewer, Bird, & Catmur, 2016) and for lacking specificity (e.g., suggesting that the 

task assesses emotion recognition rather than theory of mind; Quesque & Rossetti, 2020). These 

criticisms highlight that the factor structure of theory of mind, and social cognition more 

generally, is in the early stages of development (Happé, Cooke, & Bird, 2017). Yet, I do not 

believe these criticisms undermine the utility of the RMET, primarily because of the theoretical, 

methodological, and empirical dissociations that can be made between the RMET and other 

theory of mind or emotion recognition tasks. Performance on theory of mind decoding tasks rely 

on distinct neural circuity when compared to performance on theory-based theory of mind 

induction tasks (Sabbagh, 2004). As such, these may be entirely distinct skills that we would not 

expect to correlate, despite both falling under the “theory of mind” nomenclature. Further, 

although theory of mind decoding and emotion recognition may be theoretically similar, the 

RMET also including items that require decoding non-emotional (or “neutral”) mental state 

stimuli (e.g., “confused” or “pensive”; Hudson, Shamblaw, Harkness, & Sabbagh, 2020). 

However, the overlap between theory of mind decoding and emotion recognition is an empirical 

question that should be addressed in future research. It will be important to replicate the current 

study with a range of different theory of mind decoding tasks, and to empirically test whether the 

findings are unique to theory-of-mind decoding skills, or also extend to emotion recognition 

skills. 

Conclusions 

   In summary, the results of the current study revealed that individual differences in how 

accurately one can infer others’ mental states and one’s motivation to use this skill did not 

directly predict partner ratings of participant likeability. These null findings may be due to the 

fact that theory-of-mind skill and motivation are private, internal processes, and it is not until 
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these processes manifest in discernable real-world behaviours that they facilitate relational 

success. Indeed, the current study did find significant indirect effects of theory-of-mind skill and 

motivation to use this skill on partner ratings of participant likeability through one social 

behaviour, cognitive sensitivity. Cognitive sensitivity was the only social behaviour that was 

related to partner ratings of participant likeability in the current study, possibly due to the 

conceptual relevance of cognitive sensitivity to a cooperative building task. Nevertheless, I did 

find that theory-of-mind skill and motivation to use this skill manifested in both conversational 

skills and mental state language. Although these social behaviours were not significantly 

associated with relational success studied in the current dissertation, previous research suggests 

that these behaviours likely have implications for relational success in other types of social 

interactions.  

  Taken together, the results of this study support the general assertion that individual 

differences in theory of mind are important for social interaction, even among healthy adults. An 

important next step in this research program is to determine whether a causal relation exists 

between individual differences in theory of mind and relational success, and whether theory of 

mind can be promoted among healthy adults. Given the ubiquitous importance of social 

relationships in adults’ well-being (Lodder, Scholte, Goossens, & Verhagen, 2017; Segrin & 

Taylor, 2007; Sortheix & Lönnqvist, 2015), mental health (Reisman, 1985; Yan et al., 2011), and 

physical health (Holt-Lunstad, Smith, & Layton, 2010), this program of research may ultimately 

highlight areas for intervention that, if targeted, could improve quality of life.  
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Appendix B: Conversational Skills Rating Scale Items and Coding Anchors 
 
01. SPEAKING RATE 
Description: Speaks neither so rapidly (e.g., words per minute) nor so slowly as to disrupt partner comprehension 
and/or response. 
 

1 = Speaking pace makes utterances consistently difficult to comprehend, or disruptive to normal response and 
flow of partner response. 

2 = Speaking pace makes utterances occasionally difficult to comprehend, or disruptive to normal response and 
flow of partner response. 

3 = Speaking pace is, only a small number of instances, difficult to comprehend, or disruptive to normal 
response and flow of partner response. 

4 = Speaking pace is occasionally varied, and never seems to impair partner comprehension or response. 
5 = Speaking pace is varied compatibly with articulation and vocal variety so as to facilitate partner 

comprehension and response. 
 
02. SPEAKING FLUENCY 
Description: Displays speech disturbances or dysfluencies such as stutters, omissions, repetitions or noticeable 
pause fillers (um, uh, er, ah, OK, like, you know, I mean, etc.). Do not count modulations of assertions (maybe, kind 
of, etc.).   
 

1 = Displays almost constant use of dysfluencies in manner that is disruptive to the partner responses, and/or 
receives partner negative sanction (e.g., frowns, statements of inappropriateness, furrowed brow, etc.). 

2 = Displays frequent use of dysfluencies in manner that is disruptive to the partner responses, and/or receives 
partner negative sanction (e.g., frowns, statements of inappropriateness, furrowed brow, etc.). 

3 = Displays occasional use of dysfluencies in manner that is disruptive to the partner responses, and/or 
receives partner negative sanction (e.g., frowns, statements of inappropriateness, furrowed brow, etc.). 

4 = Displays dysfluencies, and those used do not appear to be disruptive to partner. 
5 = Displays no noticeable dysfluencies. 

 
03. VOCAL CONFIDENCE 
Description: Displays paralinguistic firmness, calmness/forcefulness, and steadiness of expression. Negatively 
indicated by trailing off and modulations of assertions (maybe, kind of, etc.).   
 

1 = Vocalizations are almost constantly nervous, shaky, breaking in pitch, and/or equivocal in tone or volume. 
2 = Vocalizations are frequently nervous, shaky, breaking in pitch, and/or equivocal in tone or volume. 
3 = Vocalizations are occasionally nervous, shaky, breaking in pitch, and/or equivocal in tone or volume. 
4 = Vocalizations are generally calm and/or forceful, firm, composed. 
5 = Vocalizations are consistently calm and/or forceful, firm, composed, assertive. 

 
04. ARTICULATION 
Description: Pronounces words such that they are understandable to the partner. 
 

1 = Speaks with frequent errors, slurs, and/or incomprehensible utterances, resulting in frequent partner 
clarification gestures or statements. 

2 = Speaks with occasional errors, slurs, and/or incomprehensible utterances, resulting in occasional partner 
clarification gestures or statements. 

3 = Speaks with only a small number of errors, slurs, and/or incomprehensible utterances, resulting in no 
noticeable partner clarification gestures or statements. 

4 = Speaks with no noticeable errors, slurs, and/or incomprehensible utterances, and no noticeable partner 
clarification gestures or statements. 

5 = Speaks with clearly comprehensible utterances, but not with excessive “clip” or stilted pronunciation.  
 
05. VOCAL VARIETY 
Description: Varies pitch, tone, and range of verbal utterances while speaking 
 

1 = Speaks in an extremely monotonous manner without variation. 
2 = Speaks in a fairly monotonous manner with minimal variation. 
3 = Speaks in a somewhat monotonous manner with occasional variation. 
4 = Speaks with modulated and varied tonalities. 
5 = Speaks with frequent variation in tonality, but not excessively ‘cartoon-like’ or excessively animated fashion. 
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06. VOLUME 
Description: Speaks at audible but not extreme levels; no strain or distraction of attention. 
 

1 = Speaks at extremely quiet/soft or extremely loud level. 
2 = Speaks at very quiet/soft or very loud level. 
3 = Speaks at somewhat quiet/soft or somewhat loud level. 
4 = Generally speaks at audible and comfortable level. 
5 = Consistently speaks at audible, comfortable, and adaptive level. 

 
07. POSTURE 
Description: Exhibits posture that is comfortable (as negatively indicated by frequency of postural shifts) and adaptive 
to the partner. 
 

1 = Constantly shifts posture and/or maintains rigid and stiff posture, unrelated to partner or context. 
2 = Very frequently shifts posture and/or maintains rigid and stiff posture, generally unrelated to partner or 

context. 
3 = Frequently shifts posture and/or maintains rigid and stiff posture, often unrelated to partner or context. 
4 = Shifts posture occasionally, and appears comfortable. 
5 = Maintains apparently comfortable posture, adapting to partner and context. 

 
08. LEAN TOWARD PARTNER 
Description: Exhibits shifts and positions frontal body trunk with respect to partner as context permits that facilitates 
conversation and is oriented to the partner. Pay attention to direction of torso, not legs.  
 

1 = Oriented directly away from partner in lean and body orientation/lean; or is severely oriented toward partner 
to the point of being intrusive (i.e., back towards partner – 180 degrees away).  

2 = Oriented strongly and obliquely away from partner in lean and/or body orientation/lean; or is frequently 
intrusive in orientation toward partner (i.e., 135 degrees away from partner).  

3 = Oriented slightly and obliquely away from partner in lean and/or body orientation/lean; or slightly intrusive in 
orientation toward partner (i.e., perpendicular to partner – 90 degrees away).  

4 = Oriented towards partner in body orientation, with occasional variability or shifts. 
5 = Oriented towards partner in body orientation and lean, with occasional variability or shifts.  

 
09. SHAKING OR NERVOUS TWITCHES 
Description: Displays jerking motions of limbs or head, and/or shaking hands or fingers. 
 

1 = Very frequently shakes or twitches. 
2 = Frequently shakes or twitches. 
3 = Occasionally shakes or twitches. 
4 = Only very occasionally shakes or twitches. 
5 = Displays no noticeable shakes or twitches. 

 
10. UNMOTIVATED MOVEMENTS 
Description: Displays adaptors, plays with hair or objects, or otherwise engages in self-focused behaviors that bear 
no discernable direct relation to the topical development of the conversation. 
 

1 = Very frequently displays unmotivated movements. 
2 = Frequently displays unmotivated movements. 
3 = Occasionally displays unmotivated movements. 
4 = Only very occasionally displays unmotivated movements. 
5 = Displays no noticeable displays unmotivated movements. 
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11. FACIAL EXPRESSIONS 
Description: Facially displays normative facial expressions compatible with verbal content and/or partner utterances. 
Code whether the facial expressions are consistent with the task, NOT the number of different facial expressions.  
 

1 = Constantly displays blank, uninterested or hypnotic gaze, or highly exaggerated, cartoonlike expressions, 
inconsistent with subject matter. 

2 = Frequently displays blank, uninterested or hypnotic gaze, or highly exaggerated, cartoonlike expressions, 
inconsistent with subject matter. 

3 = Occasionally displays blank, uninterested or hypnotic gaze, or highly exaggerated, cartoon-like expressions, 
inconsistent with subject matter. 

4 = Generally displays variation in facial affect consistent with subject matter and partner. 
5 = Consistently displays variation in facial affect consistent with subject matter and partner. 

 
12. NODDING OF HEAD 
Description: Moves head in vertical arc (i.e., ‘yes’ motion) providing reinforcing feedback indicating comprehension, 
agreement, or acceptance. 
 

1 = Never nods head, or nods constantly. 
2 = Rarely nods head, or nods very frequently. 
3 = Some nods. 
4 = Several nods at topic or context relevant times. 
5 = Frequently nods at topic or context relevant times. 

 
13. USE OF GESTURES 
Description: Displays hand, arm, and head movements to compliment and/or elaborate utterances. 
 

1 = Displays no gestures, or constantly displays excessively animated or numerous gestures. 
2 = Displays few gestures, or occasionally displays excessively animated or numerous gestures. 
3 = Displays occasional gestures, or, a few gestures that are excessively animated. 
4 = Displays frequent gestures that do not interfere with conversation, or several gestures that facilitate and/or 

elaborate conversation.  
5 = Displays frequent, complimentary gestures that facilitate and/or elaborate conversation. 

 
14. USE OF HUMOR AND/OR STORIES APPROPRIATE TO CONTEXT 
Description: Uses jokes, puns, double-entendre, stories, characterization, etc.  
 

1 = Continuously serious and humorless, or uses humor that receives overt negative sanction (e.g., frowns, 
statements of inappropriateness, lack of laughter in response to laugh tokens, etc.) 

2 = Generally serious and humorless, or uses humor that receives apparent but not obvious negative sanction 
3 = Uses some humor that is not apparently sanctioned negatively 
4 = Uses several instances of humor with no negative sanctions and obvious laugh or smile responses 
5 = Uses frequent instances of humor with no negative sanctions and frequent and/or animated laugh and 

smile responses 
 
15. SMILING AND LAUGHING 
Description: Displays laughter, chuckles, and/or smiles (upturned corners of mouth, teeth visible). 
 

1 = Displays no smiles or laughter, or displays constant hysterical laughter or constant smirking, regardless of 
partner stimulus. 

2 = Displays rare smiles or laughter, or displays frequent hysterical laughter or constant smirking, almost 
regardless of partner stimulus. 

3 = Displays some smiles or laughter in response to humorous stimuli. 
4 = Displays several smiles or laughter in response to humorous stimuli, and/or as positive reinforcement to 

partner. 
5 = Displays frequent smiles or laughter in response to humorous stimuli, and/or as positive reinforcement to 

partner. 
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16. SOCIAL REFERENCING 
Description: Uses eye gaze towards the partner face in accordance with expressive and regulatory norms of 
conversation and context. 
 

1 = Completely avoids looking at partner, or exhibits fixated or continuous eye gaze towards partner. 
2 = Frequently avoids looking at partner, or exhibits very frequent or long durations of eye gaze towards partner. 
3 = Occasional eye gaze towards partner of brief duration at points of turn relevance. 
4 = Several eye gazes towards partner of brief duration at points of turn relevance. 
5 = Frequent eye gaze towards partner at points of turns relevance (e.g., emphasizes vocal utterances and/or 

facilitates turn exchange). 
 
17. ASKING OF QUESTIONS 
Description: Seeks information from partner through use of formal or colloquial interrogative forms. Can include task-
relevant questions, but do not count questions that are actually directions (e.g., “Do you want to hold the green one?”) 
or questions that appear to be rhetorical.  
 

1 = Never seeks information from partner, or constantly barrages partner with questions, or asks questions of 
excessive intimacy or privacy. 

2 = Rarely seeks information from partner, or frequently barrages partner with questions, or asks questions of 
excessive intimacy or privacy. 

3 = Occasionally seeks information from partner, or occasionally barrages partner with questions, or asks 
questions of excessive intimacy or privacy. 

4 = Frequently seeks information from partner, but avoids barrage or excessive invasiveness of questions. 
5 = Frequently asks questions that are suggestive of insights, involve partner in the conversation, or facilitates 

conversation. 
 
18. SPEAKING ABOUT PARTNER 
Description: Involves partner as a topic of conversation through comments or inquiries. Do not include statements 
that are necessary to complete the task (e.g., “you should put the red piece here”) but you can include statements 
loosely related to the task (e.g., “I can tell you’ve played with Lego before”).  
 

1 = Makes no comments or inquiries about the partner. 
2 = Rarely comments or inquires about the partner. 
3 = Occasionally comments or inquires about the partner. 
4 = Moderately often comments or inquires about the partner. 
5 = Frequently comments or inquires about the partner. 

 
19. SPEAKING OF SELF 
Description: Involves self (interests, attitudes, beliefs, values, etc.) as topic of conversation through comments. Do 
not include statements that are necessary to complete the task (e.g., “I’ll put the red piece here”) but you can include 
statements loosely related to the task (e.g., “I used to play Lego as a kid”). 
 

1 = Makes no comments about self. 
2 = Rarely comments about self. 
3 = Occasionally comments about self. 
4 = Moderately often comments about self. 
5 = Frequently comments about self. 

 
20. ENCOURAGEMENTS OR AGREEMENTS 
Description: Provides verbal reinforcements to partner utterances, including verbal affirmations, “yeah’s,” “uhhuh’s” 
etc., that relate to partner utterance content. Do not include answers to questions. 
 

1 = Provides no verbal encouragement or agreements, or provides it incessantly. 
2 = Provides almost no verbal encouragement or agreements, or provides it almost constantly. 
3 = Provides only occasional verbal encouragement or agreements. 
4 = Provides several verbal encouragement or agreements. 
5 = Provides frequent but coherently timed encouragements or agreements. 
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21. EXPRESSION OF PERSONAL OPINION 
Description: Expresses own attitudes, values, and/or beliefs about subject matters of own choosing. 
 

1 = Never gets to express personal opinions, or constantly expresses opinions overly aggressively or passively. 
2 = Rarely gets to express personal opinions, or frequently expresses them too aggressively or passively. 
3 = Occasionally expresses personal opinions, or occasionally expresses them too aggressively or passively. 
4 = Expresses a moderate number of personal opinions, experiences no difficulties in expressing personal 

opinions, and such expressions seem neither too aggressive nor passive. 
5 = Frequently expresses personal opinions with ease and fluency, and with no disruption of partner or negative 

sanction. 
 
22. TOPIC INITIATION 
Description: Innovates new subject areas and comments that stimulate new lines of topical development. Topics must 
open up a new line of conversation. They can be related to the Lego task (e.g., “I like Lego”), but should not be 
necessary to complete the task (i.e., directions).  
 

1 = Initiates no new topics. 
2 = Initiates one or two new topics. 
3 = Initiates several new topics. 
4 = Initiates numerous new topics. 
5 = Initiates numerous new topics and facilitates partner topic initiation. 

 
23. MAINTENANCE OF TOPICS AND FOLLOW-UP COMMENTS 
Description: Sustains topical coherence through extension and reinforcement of partner utterances. Utterances 
included in this code must be elaborations of topics made by partner. Code as a proportion of maintenance/follow-up 
comments (relative to total numbers of opportunities), not total number.  
 

N/A = No opportunity.  
1 = Provides no extension of topics once initiated; follow-up comments are unrelated to previous topics. 
2 = Provides few extensions of topics once initiated; follow-up comments are seldom related to previous topics. 
3 = Provides occasional extensions of topics once initiated; follow-up comments are occasionally related to 

previous topics. 
4 = Provides frequent extensions of topics once initiated; follow-up comments are frequently related to previous 

topics. 
5 = Provides fluent, seamless, and innovative extensions of topics once initiated. 

 
24. INTERRUPTIONS OF PARTNER 
Description: Interrupts, over-talks, and/or provides vocal feedback during partner turns at talk in a manner that is not 
disruptive of partner conversational routine and receives no obvious negative sanction from partner. 
 

1 = Frequently takes the floor from partner before partner grammatical utterance is completed, and when partner 
talk continues in disrupted manner after interruption; signs of partner arousal/frustration apparent. 

2 = Occasionally takes the floor from partner before partner grammatical utterance is completed, and when 
partner talk continues in disrupted manner after interruption; signs of partner arousal/frustration apparent. 

3 = Displays a small number (1-2) or no over-talks or interruptions that are minimally disruptive to partner. 
4 = Displays occasional interruption and/or over-talk, but is nondisruptive to partner. 
5 = Displays frequent interruption and/or over-talk, but is providing clarification or reinforcement feedback in the 

doing. 
 
25. USE OF TIME SPEAKING RELATIVE TO PARTNER 
Description: Balances relative proportion of speaking time in manner compatible with the context. 
 

1 = Virtually does not speak, or uses only brief utterances, or speaks constantly and does not allow partner 
speaking turns or turns of any duration. (0-10% or 91-100%) 

2 = Rarely speaks, or uses brief utterances, or speaks excessively relative to partner (11-20% or 81-90%).  
3 = Occasionally speaks, or uses utterances of moderate length, or speaks more (but not excessively more) 

than partner (21-30% or 71-80%).  
4 = Speaks frequently and of moderate duration but slightly less than partner, or slightly more than partner (31-

40% or 61-70%)  
5 = Speaks in relatively balanced duration and frequency with partner. (41-60%) 
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Appendix C: Cognitive Sensitivity Coding Rubric 
 
Give your impression of how this person would interact with his or her task partner on a day-to-
day basis, based on what you have seen.  
 
1 = Not At All True to 5 = Very True 

 
 Code 

Communicative Clarity 

1. This person gives clear and specific verbal directions.  

2. This person gives positive nonverbal directions.  

3. This person reminds his/her partner about the goals/rules of the task.  

4. If given a task, this person will try to complete it in a way that is sensitive to the partner’s 
needs and desires. 

 

5. This person will try to follow the rules in a way that is sensitive to the partner’s needs and 
desires. 

 

6. This person is clear in his/her requests for help.  

Mind-Reading 

7. This person is sensitively responsive to his/her partner’s requests for help, even those that 
are subtle/nonverbal. 

 

8. This person is good at rephrasing what his/her partner does not understand.  

9. This person is sensitive to what his/her partner knows and/or understands.  

Mutuality-Building 

10. This person gives positive feedback to reinforce his/her partner.  

11. This person reminds his/her partner when it’s his/her turn.  
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Appendix D: Non-Comprehensive List of Mental State Terms 
 

Category Example 

Knowledge Think, know, believe, opinion 

Modulation of assertion Maybe, might, probably, possible, guess, sure, suppose perhaps, 

could be, must, seems, certainly, definitely, figure, bet, right, or 

something, honestly, feel like, most likely 

Desire Want, like, love, wish, prefer, hope, favourite, rather, enjoy, need, 

hopefully, hate 

Emotion Happy, sad, unhappy, angry, excited, upset, scared, surprised, miss, 

worry, pleased, feel badly, glad, intrigued, interested, relieved, 

delighted, feel better, frightened, thankful, disappointed, engrossing, 

mad, afraid, horrified, impressed, shocked, ticked off, freaked out, 

grateful, proud, satisfied, defeated 

Pretend Pretend, imagine 

Other Dream, wonder, remember, understand, tricked, pay attention, remind, 

find out (when object was specified), figure out (when object was 

specified), figure, expect, confused, realized, idea, mean, sense, 

assume, notice, ignore, accidentally, intentional, by mistake, by 

accident, evaluate, deduce, perceive  
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Appendix E: Sample MPlus Syntax 
 

!Actor-partner interdependence moderated mediation model for indistinguishable dyads (APIMoMeM) 
with one latent variable mediator: Model1a 
 
  Title: CSRS Model 1a; 
  Data: File is MPlus_CSRS.csv; 
  Variable: 
 
NAMES ARE 
 
      PIDg Gender 
      A_PIDr A_Age A_AgeE A_Mari A_Part A_Part3 A_Ethni 
      A_Year A_Hand A_Hand2 A_SexO A_Lang A_Lang2 A_Lang3 
      A_MRM1 A_MRM2 A_MRM2r A_MRM3 A_MRM4 A_MRM4r A_MRM5 A_MRM5r A_MRM6 
      A_MRM7 A_MRM7r A_MRM8 A_MRM9 A_MRM9r A_MRM10 A_MRM10r A_MRM11 
      A_MRM11r A_MRM12 A_MRM12r A_MRM13 A_MRM13r A_MRM_T 
      A_ICS1 A_ICS2 A_ICS2r A_ICS3 A_ICS4 A_ICS5 A_ICS5r A_ICS7 A_ICS9 
      A_ICS10 A_ICS11 A_ICS11r A_ICS12 A_ICS12r A_ICS13 A_ICS14 A_ICS15 
      A_ICS16 A_ICS18 A_ICS18r A_ICS_T 
      A_RLS_1 A_RLS_2 A_RLS_3 A_RLS_4 A_RLS_5 A_RLS_6 A_RLS_7 A_RLS_8 
      A_RLS_9 A_RLS_10 A_RLS_11 A_RLS_T 
      A_LegoEn A_RME_Ac A_Ani_Ac A_RME_RT A_Ani_RT A_FB_Acc A_TB_Acc 
      A_FB_RT A_TB_RT 
 
      B_PIDr B_Age B_AgeE B_Mari B_Part B_Part3 B_Ethni 
      B_Year B_Hand B_Hand2 B_SexO B_Lang B_Lang2 B_Lang3 
      B_MRM1 B_MRM2 B_MRM2r B_MRM3 B_MRM4 B_MRM4r B_MRM5 B_MRM5r B_MRM6 
      B_MRM7 B_MRM7r B_MRM8 B_MRM9 B_MRM9r B_MRM10 B_MRM10r B_MRM11 
      B_MRM11r B_MRM12 B_MRM12r B_MRM13 B_MRM13r B_MRM_T 
      B_ICS1 B_ICS2 B_ICS2r B_ICS3 B_ICS4 B_ICS5 B_ICS5r B_ICS7 B_ICS9 
      B_ICS10 B_ICS11 B_ICS11r B_ICS12 B_ICS12r B_ICS13 B_ICS14 B_ICS15 
      B_ICS16 B_ICS18 B_ICS18r B_ICS_T 
      B_RLS_1 B_RLS_2 B_RLS_3 B_RLS_4 B_RLS_5 B_RLS_6 B_RLS_7 B_RLS_8 
      B_RLS_9 B_RLS_10 B_RLS_11 B_RLS_T 
      B_LegoEn B_RME_Ac B_Ani_Ac B_RME_RT B_Ani_RT B_FB_Acc B_TB_Acc 
      B_FB_RT B_TB_RT 
 
      A_CS_T B_CS_T 
 
      A_CSR1 A_CSR2 A_CSR3 A_CSR4 A_CSR5 A_CSR6 A_CSR7 A_CSR8 A_CSR9 
      A_CSR10 A_CSR11 A_CSR12 A_CSR13 A_CSR14 A_CSR15 A_CSR16 A_CSR17 
      A_CSR18 A_CSR19 A_CSR20 A_CSR21 A_CSR22 A_CSR23 A_CSR24 A_CSR25 
 
      B_CSR1 B_CSR2 B_CSR3 B_CSR4 B_CSR5 B_CSR6 B_CSR7 B_CSR8 B_CSR9 
      B_CSR10 B_CSR11 B_CSR12 B_CSR13 B_CSR14 B_CSR15 B_CSR16 B_CSR17 
      B_CSR18 B_CSR19 B_CSR20 B_CSR21 B_CSR22 B_CSR23 B_CSR24 B_CSR25 
 
      A_zMRM_T A_zICS_T A_zRLS_T A_zRMEac A_zANIac A_zRMErt A_zANIrt 
      A_zFBac A_zTBac A_zFBrt A_zTBrt A_zInt 
 
      B_zMRM_T B_zICS_T B_zRLS_T B_zRMEac B_zANIac B_zRMErt B_zANIrt 
      B_zFBac B_zTBac B_zFBrt B_zTBrt B_zInt 
 
      A_zCSR1 A_zCSR2 A_zCSR3 A_zCSR4 A_zCSR5 A_zCSR6 A_zCSR7 A_zCSR8 
      A_zCSR9 A_zCSR10 A_zCSR11 A_zCSR12 A_zCSR13 A_zCSR14 A_zCSR15 
      A_zCSR16 A_zCSR17 A_zCSR18 A_zCSR19 A_zCSR20 A_zCSR21 A_zCSR22 
      A_zCSR23 A_zCSR24 A_zCSR25 
 
      B_zCSR1 B_zCSR2 B_zCSR3 B_zCSR4 B_zCSR5 B_zCSR6 B_zCSR7 B_zCSR8 
      B_zCSR9 B_zCSR10 B_zCSR11 B_zCSR12 B_zCSR13 B_zCSR14 B_zCSR15 
      B_zCSR16 B_zCSR17 B_zCSR18 B_zCSR19 B_zCSR20 B_zCSR21 B_zCSR22 
      B_zCSR23 B_zCSR24 B_zCSR25; 
         
  USEVARIABLES ARE 
         A_zMRM_T A_zRLS_T A_zRMEac 
          B_zMRM_T B_zRLS_T B_zRMEac 
               A_zCSR1 A_zCSR4 A_zCSR5 A_zCSR6 A_zCSR13 
               B_zCSR1 B_zCSR4 B_zCSR5 B_zCSR6 B_zCSR13 
               A_Int B_Int; 
                    
        Missing is all (999); 
 
  DEFINE: 
   A_Int = A_zMRM_T*A_zRMEac; 
   B_Int = B_zMRM_T*B_zRMEac; 
 
  ANALYSIS:  estimator = ml; 
    bootstrap = 10000; 
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  MODEL: 
      A_F1 on A_zRMEac (aa1); 
      A_F1 on A_zMRM_T (aa2); 
      A_F1 on A_Int (aa3); 
      B_F1 on A_zRMEac (ap1); 
      B_F1 on A_zMRM_T (ap2); 
      B_F1 on A_Int (ap3); 
      A_F1 on B_zRMEac (ap1); 
      A_F1 on B_zMRM_T (ap2); 
      A_F1 on B_Int (ap3); 
      B_F1 on B_zRMEac (aa1); 
      B_F1 on B_zMRM_T (aa2); 
      B_F1 on B_Int (aa3); 
      A_zRLS_T on A_F1 (ba1); 
      B_zRLS_T on A_F1 (bp1); 
      A_zRLS_T on B_F1 (bp1); 
      B_zRLS_T on B_F1 (ba1); 
 
      A_zRLS_T on A_zRMEac (ca1); 
      A_zRLS_T on A_zMRM_T (ca2); 
      A_zRLS_T on A_Int (ca3); 
      A_zRLS_T on B_zRMEac (cp1); 
      A_zRLS_T on B_zMRM_T (cp2); 
      A_zRLS_T on B_Int (cp3); 
      B_zRLS_T on A_zRMEac (cp1); 
      B_zRLS_T on A_zMRM_T (cp2); 
      B_zRLS_T on A_Int (cp3); 
      B_zRLS_T on B_zRMEac (ca1); 
      B_zRLS_T on B_zMRM_T (ca2); 
      B_zRLS_T on B_Int (ca3); 
 
      A_zRMEac with B_zRMEac; 
      A_zMRM_T with B_zMRM_T; 
      A_Int with B_Int; 
      A_F1 with B_F1; 
      A_zRLS_T with B_zRLS_T; 
 
      A_zRMEac WITH A_zMRM_T (cora1); 
      B_zRMEac WITH B_zMRM_T (cora1); 
 
      A_zRMEac WITH A_Int (cora2); 
      B_zRMEac WITH B_Int (cora2); 
 
      A_zMRM_T WITH A_Int (cora3); 
      B_zMRM_T WITH B_Int (cora3); 
 
      A_zRMEac WITH B_zMRM_T (corp1); 
      B_zRMEac WITH A_zMRM_T (corp1); 
 
      A_zRMEac WITH B_Int (corp2); 
      B_zRMEac WITH A_Int (corp2); 
 
      A_zMRM_T WITH B_Int (corp3); 
      B_zMRM_T WITH A_Int (corp3); 
     
      A_zRMEac (var); 
      B_zRMEac (var); 
      A_zMRM_T (var2); 
      B_zMRM_T (var2); 
      A_Int (var3); 
      B_Int (var3); 
      A_zRLS_T (rvary); 
      B_zRLS_T (rvary); 
 
      [A_zRMEac] (m); 
      [B_zRMEac] (m); 
      [A_zMRM_T] (m2); 
      [B_zMRM_T] (m2); 
      [A_Int] (m3); 
      [B_Int] (m3); 
      [A_zRLS_T] (m4); 
      [B_zRLS_T] (m4); 
 
      [A_zRLS_T] (inty); 
      [B_zRLS_T] (inty); 
 
      !Equate factor loadings 
      A_F1 by A_zCSR1@1 
      A_zCSR4 (fl2) 
      A_zCSR5 (fl3) 
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      A_zCSR6 (fl4) 
      A_zCSR13 (fl5); 
 
      B_F1 by B_zCSR1@1 
      B_zCSR4 (fl2) 
      B_zCSR5 (fl3) 
      B_zCSR6 (fl4) 
      B_zCSR13 (fl5); 
 
      !Equate measured variable means 
      [A_zCSR1] (m5); 
      [B_zCSR1] (m5); 
      [A_zCSR4] (m6); 
      [B_zCSR4] (m6); 
      [A_zCSR5] (m7); 
      [B_zCSR5] (m7); 
      [A_zCSR6] (m8); 
      [B_zCSR6] (m8); 
      [A_zCSR13] (m9); 
      [B_zCSR13] (m9); 
 
      !Allow correlated residual terms 
      A_zCSR1 with B_zCSR1; 
      A_zCSR4 with B_zCSR4; 
      A_zCSR5 with B_zCSR5; 
      A_zCSR6 with B_zCSR6; 
      A_zCSR13 with B_zCSR13; 
 
      !Equate corresponding residual variances 
      A_zCSR1 (rvarm1); 
      B_zCSR1 (rvarm1); 
      A_zCSR4 (rvarm2); 
      B_zCSR4 (rvarm2); 
      A_zCSR5 (rvarm3); 
      B_zCSR5 (rvarm3); 
      A_zCSR6 (rvarm4); 
      B_zCSR6 (rvarm4); 
      A_zCSR13 (rvarm5); 
      B_zCSR13 (rvarm5); 
 
      A_F1 (fvar); 
      B_F1 (fvar); 
 
      !Equating intercepts 
      [A_zCSR1] (intm1); 
      [B_zCSR1] (intm1); 
      [A_zCSR4] (intm2); 
      [B_zCSR4] (intm2); 
      [A_zCSR5] (intm3); 
      [B_zCSR5] (intm3); 
      [A_zCSR6] (intm4); 
      [B_zCSR6] (intm4); 
      [A_zCSR13] (intm5); 
      [B_zCSR13] (intm5); 
 
  MODEL CONSTRAINT:   
          NEW (aa1ba1 aa2ba1 aa3ba1); 
          NEW (ap1bp1 ap2bp1 ap3bp1); 
          NEW (aa1bp1 aa2bp1 aa3bp1); 
          NEW (ap1ba1 ap2ba1 ap3ba1);   
 
          aa1ba1 = aa1*ba1; 
          aa2ba1 = aa2*ba1; 
          aa3ba1 = aa3*ba1; 
          ap1bp1 = ap1*bp1; 
          ap2bp1 = ap2*bp1; 
          ap3bp1 = ap3*bp1; 
          aa1bp1 = aa1*bp1; 
          aa2bp1 = aa2*bp1; 
          aa3bp1 = aa3*bp1; 
          ap1ba1 = ap1*ba1; 
          ap2ba1 = ap2*ba1; 
          ap3ba1 = ap3*ba1; 
 
  OUTPUT:  sampstat, standardized, cinterval(BOOTSTRAP); 
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!Saturated model for indistinguishable dyads: model 1a 
 
Title: CSRS Model1a I-SAT; 
Data: File is MPlus_CSRS.csv; 
Variable: 
 
  NAMES ARE 
 
      PIDg Gender 
      A_PIDr A_Age A_AgeE A_Mari A_Part A_Part3 A_Ethni 
      A_Year A_Hand A_Hand2 A_SexO A_Lang A_Lang2 A_Lang3 
      A_MRM1 A_MRM2 A_MRM2r A_MRM3 A_MRM4 A_MRM4r A_MRM5 A_MRM5r A_MRM6 
      A_MRM7 A_MRM7r A_MRM8 A_MRM9 A_MRM9r A_MRM10 A_MRM10r A_MRM11 
      A_MRM11r A_MRM12 A_MRM12r A_MRM13 A_MRM13r A_MRM_T 
      A_ICS1 A_ICS2 A_ICS2r A_ICS3 A_ICS4 A_ICS5 A_ICS5r A_ICS7 A_ICS9 
      A_ICS10 A_ICS11 A_ICS11r A_ICS12 A_ICS12r A_ICS13 A_ICS14 A_ICS15 
      A_ICS16 A_ICS18 A_ICS18r A_ICS_T 
      A_RLS_1 A_RLS_2 A_RLS_3 A_RLS_4 A_RLS_5 A_RLS_6 A_RLS_7 A_RLS_8 
      A_RLS_9 A_RLS_10 A_RLS_11 A_RLS_T 
      A_LegoEn A_RME_Ac A_Ani_Ac A_RME_RT A_Ani_RT A_FB_Acc A_TB_Acc 
      A_FB_RT A_TB_RT 
 
      B_PIDr B_Age B_AgeE B_Mari B_Part B_Part3 B_Ethni 
      B_Year B_Hand B_Hand2 B_SexO B_Lang B_Lang2 B_Lang3 
      B_MRM1 B_MRM2 B_MRM2r B_MRM3 B_MRM4 B_MRM4r B_MRM5 B_MRM5r B_MRM6 
      B_MRM7 B_MRM7r B_MRM8 B_MRM9 B_MRM9r B_MRM10 B_MRM10r B_MRM11 
      B_MRM11r B_MRM12 B_MRM12r B_MRM13 B_MRM13r B_MRM_T 
      B_ICS1 B_ICS2 B_ICS2r B_ICS3 B_ICS4 B_ICS5 B_ICS5r B_ICS7 B_ICS9 
      B_ICS10 B_ICS11 B_ICS11r B_ICS12 B_ICS12r B_ICS13 B_ICS14 B_ICS15 
      B_ICS16 B_ICS18 B_ICS18r B_ICS_T 
      B_RLS_1 B_RLS_2 B_RLS_3 B_RLS_4 B_RLS_5 B_RLS_6 B_RLS_7 B_RLS_8 
      B_RLS_9 B_RLS_10 B_RLS_11 B_RLS_T 
      B_LegoEn B_RME_Ac B_Ani_Ac B_RME_RT B_Ani_RT B_FB_Acc B_TB_Acc 
      B_FB_RT B_TB_RT 
 
      A_CS_T B_CS_T 
 
      A_CSR1 A_CSR2 A_CSR3 A_CSR4 A_CSR5 A_CSR6 A_CSR7 A_CSR8 A_CSR9 
      A_CSR10 A_CSR11 A_CSR12 A_CSR13 A_CSR14 A_CSR15 A_CSR16 A_CSR17 
      A_CSR18 A_CSR19 A_CSR20 A_CSR21 A_CSR22 A_CSR23 A_CSR24 A_CSR25 
 
      B_CSR1 B_CSR2 B_CSR3 B_CSR4 B_CSR5 B_CSR6 B_CSR7 B_CSR8 B_CSR9 
      B_CSR10 B_CSR11 B_CSR12 B_CSR13 B_CSR14 B_CSR15 B_CSR16 B_CSR17 
      B_CSR18 B_CSR19 B_CSR20 B_CSR21 B_CSR22 B_CSR23 B_CSR24 B_CSR25 
 
      A_zMRM_T A_zICS_T A_zRLS_T A_zRMEac A_zANIac A_zRMErt A_zANIrt 
      A_zFBac A_zTBac A_zFBrt A_zTBrt A_zInt 
 
      B_zMRM_T B_zICS_T B_zRLS_T B_zRMEac B_zANIac B_zRMErt B_zANIrt 
      B_zFBac B_zTBac B_zFBrt B_zTBrt B_zInt 
 
      A_zCSR1 A_zCSR2 A_zCSR3 A_zCSR4 A_zCSR5 A_zCSR6 A_zCSR7 A_zCSR8 
      A_zCSR9 A_zCSR10 A_zCSR11 A_zCSR12 A_zCSR13 A_zCSR14 A_zCSR15 
      A_zCSR16 A_zCSR17 A_zCSR18 A_zCSR19 A_zCSR20 A_zCSR21 A_zCSR22 
      A_zCSR23 A_zCSR24 A_zCSR25 
 
      B_zCSR1 B_zCSR2 B_zCSR3 B_zCSR4 B_zCSR5 B_zCSR6 B_zCSR7 B_zCSR8 
      B_zCSR9 B_zCSR10 B_zCSR11 B_zCSR12 B_zCSR13 B_zCSR14 B_zCSR15 
      B_zCSR16 B_zCSR17 B_zCSR18 B_zCSR19 B_zCSR20 B_zCSR21 B_zCSR22 
      B_zCSR23 B_zCSR24 B_zCSR25; 
         
  USEVARIABLES ARE 
         A_zMRM_T A_zRLS_T A_zRMEac 
          B_zMRM_T B_zRLS_T B_zRMEac 
               A_zCSR1 A_zCSR4 A_zCSR5 A_zCSR6 A_zCSR13 
               B_zCSR1 B_zCSR4 B_zCSR5 B_zCSR6 B_zCSR13 
               A_Int B_Int; 
                    
        Missing is all (999); 
 
  DEFINE: 
   A_Int = A_zMRM_T*A_zRMEac; 
   B_Int = B_zMRM_T*B_zRMEac; 
 
  ANALYSIS:  estimator = ml; 
    bootstrap = 10000; 
 
  MODEL: 
        A_ZRMEac (var); 
        B_ZRMEac (var); 
        A_ZMRM_T (var2); 
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        B_ZMRM_T (var2); 
        A_Int (var3); 
        B_Int (var3); 
        A_ZRLS_T (rvary); 
        B_ZRLS_T (rvary); 
        A_ZCSR1 (rvarm1); 
        B_ZCSR1 (rvarm1); 
        A_ZCSR4 (rvarm2); 
        B_ZCSR4 (rvarm2); 
        A_ZCSR5 (rvarm3); 
        B_ZCSR5 (rvarm3); 
        A_ZCSR6 (rvarm4); 
        B_ZCSR6 (rvarm4); 
        A_ZCSR13 (rvarm5); 
        B_ZCSR13 (rvarm5); 
 
        [A_ZRMEac] (m); 
        [B_ZRMEac] (m); 
        [A_ZMRM_T] (m2); 
        [B_ZMRM_T] (m2); 
        [A_Int] (m3); 
        [B_Int] (m3); 
        [A_ZRLS_T] (m4); 
        [B_ZRLS_T] (m4); 
        [A_ZCSR1] (m5); 
        [B_ZCSR1] (m5); 
        [A_ZCSR4] (m6); 
        [B_ZCSR4] (m6); 
        [A_ZCSR5] (m7); 
        [B_ZCSR5] (m7); 
        [A_ZCSR6] (m8); 
        [B_ZCSR6] (m8); 
        [A_ZCSR13] (m9); 
        [B_ZCSR13] (m9); 
 
  A_zRMEac with A_zMRM_T (aa1); 
  B_zRMEac with B_zMRM_T (aa1); 
 
  A_zRMEac with A_INT (aa2); 
  B_zRMEac with B_INT (aa2); 
 
  A_zRMEac with A_zCSR1 (aa3); 
  B_zRMEac with B_zCSR1 (aa3); 
 
  A_zRMEac with A_zCSR4 (aa4); 
  B_zRMEac with B_zCSR4 (aa4); 
 
  A_zRMEac with A_zCSR5 (aa5); 
  B_zRMEac with B_zCSR5 (aa5); 
 
  A_zRMEac with A_zCSR6 (aa6); 
  B_zRMEac with B_zCSR6 (aa6); 
 
  A_zRMEac with A_zCSR13 (aa7); 
  B_zRMEac with B_zCSR13 (aa7); 
 
  A_zRMEac with A_zRLS_T (aa8); 
  B_zRMEac with B_zRLS_T (aa8); 
 
  A_zMRM_T with A_Int (aa9); 
  B_zMRM_T with B_Int (aa9); 
 
  A_zMRM_T with A_zCSR1 (aa10); 
  B_zMRM_T with B_zCSR1 (aa10); 
 
  A_zMRM_T with A_zCSR4 (aa11); 
  B_zMRM_T with B_zCSR4 (aa11); 
 
  A_zMRM_T with A_zCSR5 (aa12); 
  B_zMRM_T with B_zCSR5 (aa12); 
 
  A_zMRM_T with A_zCSR6 (aa13); 
  B_zMRM_T with B_zCSR6 (aa13); 
 
  A_zMRM_T with A_zCSR13 (aa14); 
  B_zMRM_T with B_zCSR13 (aa14); 
 
  A_zMRM_T with A_zRLS_T (aa15); 
  B_zMRM_T with B_zRLS_T (aa15); 
 
  A_Int with A_zCSR1 (aa16); 
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  B_Int with B_zCSR1 (aa16); 
 
  A_Int with A_zCSR4 (aa17); 
  B_Int with B_zCSR4 (aa17); 
 
  A_Int with A_zCSR5 (aa18); 
  B_Int with B_zCSR5 (aa18); 
 
  A_Int with A_zCSR6 (aa19); 
  B_Int with B_zCSR6 (aa19); 
 
  A_Int with A_zCSR13 (aa20); 
  B_Int with B_zCSR13 (aa20); 
 
  A_Int with A_zRLS_T (aa21); 
  B_Int with B_zRLS_T (aa21); 
 
  A_zCSR1 with A_zCSR4 (aa22); 
  B_zCSR1 with B_zCSR4 (aa22); 
 
  A_zCSR1 with A_zCSR5 (aa23); 
  B_zCSR1 with B_zCSR5 (aa23); 
 
  A_zCSR1 with A_zCSR6 (aa24); 
  B_zCSR1 with B_zCSR6 (aa24); 
 
  A_zCSR1 with A_zCSR13 (aa25); 
  B_zCSR1 with B_zCSR13 (aa25); 
 
  A_zCSR1 with A_zRLS_T (aa26); 
  B_zCSR1 with B_zRLS_T (aa26); 
 
  A_zCSR4 with A_zCSR5 (aa27); 
  B_zCSR4 with B_zCSR5 (aa27); 
 
  A_zCSR4 with A_zCSR6 (aa28); 
  B_zCSR4 with B_zCSR6 (aa28); 
 
  A_zCSR4 with A_zCSR13 (aa29); 
  B_zCSR4 with B_zCSR13 (aa29); 
 
  A_zCSR4 with A_zRLS_T (aa30); 
  B_zCSR4 with B_zRLS_T (aa30); 
 
  A_zCSR5 with A_zCSR6 (aa31); 
  B_zCSR5 with B_zCSR6 (aa31); 
 
  A_zCSR5 with A_zCSR13 (aa32); 
  B_zCSR5 with B_zCSR13 (aa32); 
 
  A_zCSR5 with A_zRLS_T (aa33); 
  B_zCSR5 with B_zRLS_T (aa33); 
 
  A_zCSR6 with A_zCSR13 (aa34); 
  B_zCSR6 with B_zCSR13 (aa34); 
 
  A_zCSR6 with A_zRLS_T (aa35); 
  B_zCSR6 with B_zRLS_T (aa35); 
 
  A_zCSR13 with A_zRLS_T (aa36); 
  B_zCSR13 with B_zRLS_T (aa36); 
 
  A_zRMEac with B_zMRM_T (ap1); 
  B_zRMEac with A_zMRM_T (ap1); 
 
  A_zRMEac with B_INT (ap2); 
  B_zRMEac with A_INT (ap2); 
 
  A_zRMEac with B_zCSR1 (ap3); 
  B_zRMEac with A_zCSR1 (ap3); 
 
  A_zRMEac with B_zCSR4 (ap4); 
  B_zRMEac with A_zCSR4 (ap4); 
 
  A_zRMEac with B_zCSR5 (ap5); 
  B_zRMEac with A_zCSR5 (ap5); 
 
  A_zRMEac with B_zCSR6 (ap6); 
  B_zRMEac with A_zCSR6 (ap6); 
 
  A_zRMEac with B_zCSR13 (ap7); 
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  B_zRMEac with A_zCSR13 (ap7); 
 
  A_zRMEac with B_zRLS_T (ap8); 
  B_zRMEac with A_zRLS_T (ap8); 
 
  A_zMRM_T with B_Int (ap9); 
  B_zMRM_T with A_Int (ap9); 
 
  A_zMRM_T with B_zCSR1 (ap10); 
  B_zMRM_T with A_zCSR1 (ap10); 
 
  A_zMRM_T with B_zCSR4 (ap11); 
  B_zMRM_T with A_zCSR4 (ap11); 
 
  A_zMRM_T with B_zCSR5 (ap12); 
  B_zMRM_T with A_zCSR5 (ap12); 
 
  A_zMRM_T with B_zCSR6 (ap13); 
  B_zMRM_T with A_zCSR6 (ap13); 
 
  A_zMRM_T with B_zCSR13 (ap14); 
  B_zMRM_T with A_zCSR13 (ap14); 
 
  A_zMRM_T with B_zRLS_T (ap15); 
  B_zMRM_T with A_zRLS_T (ap15); 
 
  A_Int with B_zCSR1 (ap16); 
  B_Int with A_zCSR1 (ap16); 
 
  A_Int with B_zCSR4 (ap17); 
  B_Int with A_zCSR4 (ap17); 
 
  A_Int with B_zCSR5 (ap18); 
  B_Int with A_zCSR5 (ap18); 
 
  A_Int with B_zCSR6 (ap19); 
  B_Int with A_zCSR6 (ap19); 
 
  A_Int with B_zCSR13 (ap20); 
  B_Int with A_zCSR13 (ap20); 
 
  A_Int with B_zRLS_T (ap21); 
  B_Int with A_zRLS_T (ap21); 
 
  A_zCSR1 with B_zCSR4 (ap22); 
  B_zCSR1 with A_zCSR4 (ap22); 
 
  A_zCSR1 with B_zCSR5 (ap23); 
  B_zCSR1 with A_zCSR5 (ap23); 
 
  A_zCSR1 with B_zCSR6 (ap24); 
  B_zCSR1 with A_zCSR6 (ap24); 
 
  A_zCSR1 with B_zCSR13 (ap25); 
  B_zCSR1 with A_zCSR13 (ap25); 
 
  A_zCSR1 with B_zRLS_T (ap26); 
  B_zCSR1 with A_zRLS_T (ap26); 
 
  A_zCSR4 with B_zCSR5 (ap27); 
  B_zCSR4 with A_zCSR5 (ap27); 
 
  A_zCSR4 with B_zCSR6 (ap28); 
  B_zCSR4 with A_zCSR6 (ap28); 
 
  A_zCSR4 with B_zCSR13 (ap29); 
  B_zCSR4 with A_zCSR13 (ap29); 
 
  A_zCSR4 with B_zRLS_T (ap30); 
  B_zCSR4 with A_zRLS_T (ap30); 
 
  A_zCSR5 with B_zCSR6 (ap31); 
  B_zCSR5 with A_zCSR6 (ap31); 
 
  A_zCSR5 with B_zCSR13 (ap32); 
  B_zCSR5 with A_zCSR13 (ap32); 
 
  A_zCSR5 with B_zRLS_T (ap33); 
  B_zCSR5 with A_zRLS_T (ap33); 
 
  A_zCSR6 with B_zCSR13 (ap34); 
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  B_zCSR6 with A_zCSR13 (ap34); 
 
  A_zCSR6 with B_zRLS_T (ap35); 
  B_zCSR6 with A_zRLS_T (ap35); 
 
  A_zCSR13 with B_zRLS_T (ap36); 
  B_zCSR13 with A_zRLS_T (ap36); 
 
        A_ZRMEac with B_ZRMEac; 
        A_ZMRM_T with B_ZMRM_T; 
        A_Int with B_Int; 
        A_ZRLS_T with B_ZRLS_T; 
        A_ZCSR1 with B_ZCSR1; 
        A_ZCSR4 with B_ZCSR4; 
        A_ZCSR5 with B_ZCSR5; 
        A_ZCSR6 with B_ZCSR6; 
        A_ZCSR13 with B_ZCSR13; 
 
  OUTPUT:  sampstat, standardized, cinterval(BOOTSTRAP); 
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!Null model for indistinguishable dyads: model 1a 
 
Title: CSRS Model 1a I-NULL; 
Data: File is MPlus_CSRS.csv; 
Variable: 
 
  NAMES ARE 
 
      PIDg Gender 
      A_PIDr A_Age A_AgeE A_Mari A_Part A_Part3 A_Ethni 
      A_Year A_Hand A_Hand2 A_SexO A_Lang A_Lang2 A_Lang3 
      A_MRM1 A_MRM2 A_MRM2r A_MRM3 A_MRM4 A_MRM4r A_MRM5 A_MRM5r A_MRM6 
      A_MRM7 A_MRM7r A_MRM8 A_MRM9 A_MRM9r A_MRM10 A_MRM10r A_MRM11 
      A_MRM11r A_MRM12 A_MRM12r A_MRM13 A_MRM13r A_MRM_T 
      A_ICS1 A_ICS2 A_ICS2r A_ICS3 A_ICS4 A_ICS5 A_ICS5r A_ICS7 A_ICS9 
      A_ICS10 A_ICS11 A_ICS11r A_ICS12 A_ICS12r A_ICS13 A_ICS14 A_ICS15 
      A_ICS16 A_ICS18 A_ICS18r A_ICS_T 
      A_RLS_1 A_RLS_2 A_RLS_3 A_RLS_4 A_RLS_5 A_RLS_6 A_RLS_7 A_RLS_8 
      A_RLS_9 A_RLS_10 A_RLS_11 A_RLS_T 
      A_LegoEn A_RME_Ac A_Ani_Ac A_RME_RT A_Ani_RT A_FB_Acc A_TB_Acc 
      A_FB_RT A_TB_RT 
 
      B_PIDr B_Age B_AgeE B_Mari B_Part B_Part3 B_Ethni 
      B_Year B_Hand B_Hand2 B_SexO B_Lang B_Lang2 B_Lang3 
      B_MRM1 B_MRM2 B_MRM2r B_MRM3 B_MRM4 B_MRM4r B_MRM5 B_MRM5r B_MRM6 
      B_MRM7 B_MRM7r B_MRM8 B_MRM9 B_MRM9r B_MRM10 B_MRM10r B_MRM11 
      B_MRM11r B_MRM12 B_MRM12r B_MRM13 B_MRM13r B_MRM_T 
      B_ICS1 B_ICS2 B_ICS2r B_ICS3 B_ICS4 B_ICS5 B_ICS5r B_ICS7 B_ICS9 
      B_ICS10 B_ICS11 B_ICS11r B_ICS12 B_ICS12r B_ICS13 B_ICS14 B_ICS15 
      B_ICS16 B_ICS18 B_ICS18r B_ICS_T 
      B_RLS_1 B_RLS_2 B_RLS_3 B_RLS_4 B_RLS_5 B_RLS_6 B_RLS_7 B_RLS_8 
      B_RLS_9 B_RLS_10 B_RLS_11 B_RLS_T 
      B_LegoEn B_RME_Ac B_Ani_Ac B_RME_RT B_Ani_RT B_FB_Acc B_TB_Acc 
      B_FB_RT B_TB_RT 
 
      A_CS_T B_CS_T 
 
      A_CSR1 A_CSR2 A_CSR3 A_CSR4 A_CSR5 A_CSR6 A_CSR7 A_CSR8 A_CSR9 
      A_CSR10 A_CSR11 A_CSR12 A_CSR13 A_CSR14 A_CSR15 A_CSR16 A_CSR17 
      A_CSR18 A_CSR19 A_CSR20 A_CSR21 A_CSR22 A_CSR23 A_CSR24 A_CSR25 
 
      B_CSR1 B_CSR2 B_CSR3 B_CSR4 B_CSR5 B_CSR6 B_CSR7 B_CSR8 B_CSR9 
      B_CSR10 B_CSR11 B_CSR12 B_CSR13 B_CSR14 B_CSR15 B_CSR16 B_CSR17 
      B_CSR18 B_CSR19 B_CSR20 B_CSR21 B_CSR22 B_CSR23 B_CSR24 B_CSR25 
 
      A_zMRM_T A_zICS_T A_zRLS_T A_zRMEac A_zANIac A_zRMErt A_zANIrt 
      A_zFBac A_zTBac A_zFBrt A_zTBrt A_zInt 
 
      B_zMRM_T B_zICS_T B_zRLS_T B_zRMEac B_zANIac B_zRMErt B_zANIrt 
      B_zFBac B_zTBac B_zFBrt B_zTBrt B_zInt 
 
      A_zCSR1 A_zCSR2 A_zCSR3 A_zCSR4 A_zCSR5 A_zCSR6 A_zCSR7 A_zCSR8 
      A_zCSR9 A_zCSR10 A_zCSR11 A_zCSR12 A_zCSR13 A_zCSR14 A_zCSR15 
      A_zCSR16 A_zCSR17 A_zCSR18 A_zCSR19 A_zCSR20 A_zCSR21 A_zCSR22 
      A_zCSR23 A_zCSR24 A_zCSR25 
 
      B_zCSR1 B_zCSR2 B_zCSR3 B_zCSR4 B_zCSR5 B_zCSR6 B_zCSR7 B_zCSR8 
      B_zCSR9 B_zCSR10 B_zCSR11 B_zCSR12 B_zCSR13 B_zCSR14 B_zCSR15 
      B_zCSR16 B_zCSR17 B_zCSR18 B_zCSR19 B_zCSR20 B_zCSR21 B_zCSR22 
      B_zCSR23 B_zCSR24 B_zCSR25; 
         
  USEVARIABLES ARE 
         A_zMRM_T A_zRLS_T A_zRMEac 
          B_zMRM_T B_zRLS_T B_zRMEac 
               A_zCSR1 A_zCSR4 A_zCSR5 A_zCSR6 A_zCSR13 
               B_zCSR1 B_zCSR4 B_zCSR5 B_zCSR6 B_zCSR13 
               A_Int B_Int; 
                    
        Missing is all (999); 
 
  DEFINE: 
   A_Int = A_zMRM_T*A_zRMEac; 
   B_Int = B_zMRM_T*B_zRMEac; 
 
  ANALYSIS:  estimator = ml; 
    bootstrap = 10000; 
 
  MODEL: 
 
        A_ZRMEac (var); 
        B_ZRMEac (var); 
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        A_ZMRM_T (var2); 
        B_ZMRM_T (var2); 
        A_Int (var3); 
        B_Int (var3); 
        A_ZRLS_T (rvary); 
        B_ZRLS_T (rvary); 
        A_ZCSR1 (rvarm1); 
        B_ZCSR1 (rvarm1); 
        A_ZCSR4 (rvarm2); 
        B_ZCSR4 (rvarm2); 
        A_ZCSR5 (rvarm3); 
        B_ZCSR5 (rvarm3); 
        A_ZCSR6 (rvarm4); 
        B_ZCSR6 (rvarm4); 
        A_ZCSR13 (rvarm5); 
        B_ZCSR13 (rvarm5); 
 
        [A_ZRMEac] (m); 
        [B_ZRMEac] (m); 
        [A_ZMRM_T] (m2); 
        [B_ZMRM_T] (m2); 
        [A_Int] (m3); 
        [B_Int] (m3); 
        [A_ZRLS_T] (m4); 
        [B_ZRLS_T] (m4); 
        [A_ZCSR1] (m5); 
        [B_ZCSR1] (m5); 
        [A_ZCSR4] (m6); 
        [B_ZCSR4] (m6); 
        [A_ZCSR5] (m7); 
        [B_ZCSR5] (m7); 
        [A_ZCSR6] (m8); 
        [B_ZCSR6] (m8); 
        [A_ZCSR13] (m9); 
        [B_ZCSR13] (m9); 
 
  A_zRMEac with A_zMRM_T@0 (aa1); 
  B_zRMEac with B_zMRM_T@0 (aa1); 
 
  A_zRMEac with A_INT@0 (aa2); 
  B_zRMEac with B_INT@0 (aa2); 
 
  A_zRMEac with A_zCSR1@0 (aa3); 
  B_zRMEac with B_zCSR1@0 (aa3); 
 
  A_zRMEac with A_zCSR4@0 (aa4); 
  B_zRMEac with B_zCSR4@0 (aa4); 
 
  A_zRMEac with A_zCSR5@0 (aa5); 
  B_zRMEac with B_zCSR5@0 (aa5); 
 
  A_zRMEac with A_zCSR6@0 (aa6); 
  B_zRMEac with B_zCSR6@0 (aa6); 
 
  A_zRMEac with A_zCSR13@0 (aa7); 
  B_zRMEac with B_zCSR13@0 (aa7); 
 
  A_zRMEac with A_zRLS_T@0 (aa8); 
  B_zRMEac with B_zRLS_T@0 (aa8); 
 
  A_zMRM_T with A_Int@0 (aa9); 
  B_zMRM_T with B_Int@0 (aa9); 
 
  A_zMRM_T with A_zCSR1@0 (aa10); 
  B_zMRM_T with B_zCSR1@0 (aa10); 
 
  A_zMRM_T with A_zCSR4@0 (aa11); 
  B_zMRM_T with B_zCSR4@0 (aa11); 
 
  A_zMRM_T with A_zCSR5@0 (aa12); 
  B_zMRM_T with B_zCSR5@0 (aa12); 
 
  A_zMRM_T with A_zCSR6@0 (aa13); 
  B_zMRM_T with B_zCSR6@0 (aa13); 
 
  A_zMRM_T with A_zCSR13@0 (aa14); 
  B_zMRM_T with B_zCSR13@0 (aa14); 
 
  A_zMRM_T with A_zRLS_T@0 (aa15); 
  B_zMRM_T with B_zRLS_T@0 (aa15); 
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  A_Int with A_zCSR1@0 (aa16); 
  B_Int with B_zCSR1@0 (aa16); 
 
  A_Int with A_zCSR4@0 (aa17); 
  B_Int with B_zCSR4@0 (aa17); 
 
  A_Int with A_zCSR5@0 (aa18); 
  B_Int with B_zCSR5@0 (aa18); 
 
  A_Int with A_zCSR6@0 (aa19); 
  B_Int with B_zCSR6@0 (aa19); 
 
  A_Int with A_zCSR13@0 (aa20); 
  B_Int with B_zCSR13@0 (aa20); 
 
  A_Int with A_zRLS_T@0 (aa21); 
  B_Int with B_zRLS_T@0 (aa21); 
 
  A_zCSR1 with A_zCSR4@0 (aa22); 
  B_zCSR1 with B_zCSR4@0 (aa22); 
 
  A_zCSR1 with A_zCSR5@0 (aa23); 
  B_zCSR1 with B_zCSR5@0 (aa23); 
 
  A_zCSR1 with A_zCSR6@0 (aa24); 
  B_zCSR1 with B_zCSR6@0 (aa24); 
 
  A_zCSR1 with A_zCSR13@0 (aa25); 
  B_zCSR1 with B_zCSR13@0 (aa25); 
 
  A_zCSR1 with A_zRLS_T@0 (aa26); 
  B_zCSR1 with B_zRLS_T@0 (aa26); 
 
  A_zCSR4 with A_zCSR5@0 (aa27); 
  B_zCSR4 with B_zCSR5@0 (aa27); 
 
  A_zCSR4 with A_zCSR6@0 (aa28); 
  B_zCSR4 with B_zCSR6@0 (aa28); 
 
  A_zCSR4 with A_zCSR13@0 (aa29); 
  B_zCSR4 with B_zCSR13@0 (aa29); 
 
  A_zCSR4 with A_zRLS_T@0 (aa30); 
  B_zCSR4 with B_zRLS_T@0 (aa30); 
 
  A_zCSR5 with A_zCSR6@0 (aa31); 
  B_zCSR5 with B_zCSR6@0 (aa31); 
 
  A_zCSR5 with A_zCSR13@0 (aa32); 
  B_zCSR5 with B_zCSR13@0 (aa32); 
 
  A_zCSR5 with A_zRLS_T@0 (aa33); 
  B_zCSR5 with B_zRLS_T@0 (aa33); 
 
  A_zCSR6 with A_zCSR13@0 (aa34); 
  B_zCSR6 with B_zCSR13@0 (aa34); 
 
  A_zCSR6 with A_zRLS_T@0 (aa35); 
  B_zCSR6 with B_zRLS_T@0 (aa35); 
 
  A_zCSR13 with A_zRLS_T@0 (aa36); 
  B_zCSR13 with B_zRLS_T@0 (aa36); 
 
  A_zRMEac with B_zMRM_T@0 (ap1); 
  B_zRMEac with A_zMRM_T@0 (ap1); 
 
  A_zRMEac with B_INT@0 (ap2); 
  B_zRMEac with A_INT@0 (ap2); 
 
  A_zRMEac with B_zCSR1@0 (ap3); 
  B_zRMEac with A_zCSR1@0 (ap3); 
 
  A_zRMEac with B_zCSR4@0 (ap4); 
  B_zRMEac with A_zCSR4@0 (ap4); 
 
  A_zRMEac with B_zCSR5@0 (ap5); 
  B_zRMEac with A_zCSR5@0 (ap5); 
 
  A_zRMEac with B_zCSR6@0 (ap6); 
  B_zRMEac with A_zCSR6@0 (ap6); 
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  A_zRMEac with B_zCSR13@0 (ap7); 
  B_zRMEac with A_zCSR13@0 (ap7); 
 
  A_zRMEac with B_zRLS_T@0 (ap8); 
  B_zRMEac with A_zRLS_T@0 (ap8); 
 
  A_zMRM_T with B_Int@0 (ap9); 
  B_zMRM_T with A_Int@0 (ap9); 
 
  A_zMRM_T with B_zCSR1@0 (ap10); 
  B_zMRM_T with A_zCSR1@0 (ap10); 
 
  A_zMRM_T with B_zCSR4@0 (ap11); 
  B_zMRM_T with A_zCSR4@0 (ap11); 
 
  A_zMRM_T with B_zCSR5@0 (ap12); 
  B_zMRM_T with A_zCSR5@0 (ap12); 
 
  A_zMRM_T with B_zCSR6@0 (ap13); 
  B_zMRM_T with A_zCSR6@0 (ap13); 
 
  A_zMRM_T with B_zCSR13@0 (ap14); 
  B_zMRM_T with A_zCSR13@0 (ap14); 
 
  A_zMRM_T with B_zRLS_T@0 (ap15); 
  B_zMRM_T with A_zRLS_T@0 (ap15); 
 
  A_Int with B_zCSR1@0 (ap16); 
  B_Int with A_zCSR1@0 (ap16); 
 
  A_Int with B_zCSR4@0 (ap17); 
  B_Int with A_zCSR4@0 (ap17); 
 
  A_Int with B_zCSR5@0 (ap18); 
  B_Int with A_zCSR5@0 (ap18); 
 
  A_Int with B_zCSR6@0 (ap19); 
  B_Int with A_zCSR6@0 (ap19); 
 
  A_Int with B_zCSR13@0 (ap20); 
  B_Int with A_zCSR13@0 (ap20); 
 
  A_Int with B_zRLS_T@0 (ap21); 
  B_Int with A_zRLS_T@0 (ap21); 
 
  A_zCSR1 with B_zCSR4@0 (ap22); 
  B_zCSR1 with A_zCSR4@0 (ap22); 
 
  A_zCSR1 with B_zCSR5@0 (ap23); 
  B_zCSR1 with A_zCSR5@0 (ap23); 
 
  A_zCSR1 with B_zCSR6@0 (ap24); 
  B_zCSR1 with A_zCSR6@0 (ap24); 
 
  A_zCSR1 with B_zCSR13@0 (ap25); 
  B_zCSR1 with A_zCSR13@0 (ap25); 
 
  A_zCSR1 with B_zRLS_T@0 (ap26); 
  B_zCSR1 with A_zRLS_T@0 (ap26); 
 
  A_zCSR4 with B_zCSR5@0 (ap27); 
  B_zCSR4 with A_zCSR5@0 (ap27); 
 
  A_zCSR4 with B_zCSR6@0 (ap28); 
  B_zCSR4 with A_zCSR6@0 (ap28); 
 
  A_zCSR4 with B_zCSR13@0 (ap29); 
  B_zCSR4 with A_zCSR13@0 (ap29); 
 
  A_zCSR4 with B_zRLS_T@0 (ap30); 
  B_zCSR4 with A_zRLS_T@0 (ap30); 
 
  A_zCSR5 with B_zCSR6@0 (ap31); 
  B_zCSR5 with A_zCSR6@0 (ap31); 
 
  A_zCSR5 with B_zCSR13@0 (ap32); 
  B_zCSR5 with A_zCSR13@0 (ap32); 
 
  A_zCSR5 with B_zRLS_T@0 (ap33); 
  B_zCSR5 with A_zRLS_T@0 (ap33); 
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  A_zCSR6 with B_zCSR13@0 (ap34); 
  B_zCSR6 with A_zCSR13@0 (ap34); 
 
  A_zCSR6 with B_zRLS_T@0 (ap35); 
  B_zCSR6 with A_zRLS_T@0 (ap35); 
 
  A_zCSR13 with B_zRLS_T@0 (ap36); 
  B_zCSR13 with A_zRLS_T@0 (ap36); 
 
        A_ZRMEac with B_ZRMEac@0; 
        A_ZMRM_T with B_ZMRM_T@0; 
        A_Int with B_Int@0; 
        A_ZRLS_T with B_ZRLS_T@0; 
        A_ZCSR1 with B_ZCSR1@0; 
        A_ZCSR4 with B_ZCSR4@0; 
        A_ZCSR5 with B_ZCSR5@0; 
        A_ZCSR6 with B_ZCSR6@0; 
        A_ZCSR13 with B_ZCSR13@0; 
 
  OUTPUT:  sampstat, standardized, cinterval(BOOTSTRAP); 


